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No Niggers, No Jews, No Doys ... What the
Focus group talks about title
by Anita Moyt, managing editor
z
Although Actor and Playwright
John Henry Redwood died of heart
disease on June 17, 2003, at the
age of 60, at his home in
Philadelphia, his words still remain
with us today. According to a June
26, 2003, story in Playbill, Redwood
said that as an actor he found few
roles for himself and other African—
American actors. So, he took pen in
hand, and set down several thought—
provoking plays to fill that need,
including Old Settler, Mark Vil:xxvi, A
John H. Redwood
Sunbeam and Acted Within Proper
POCCCUTC.
Redwood also is the author of No Niggers, No Jews, No
Dogs, set for a run at The Circuit Playhouse, 1705 Poplar
Avenue, from July 23 through Aug. 22. During his lifetime,
Redwood did address the controversy—provoking title he gave
his play
"The title is a sign that I saw as a youngster," Redwood told
National Public Radio talk—show host Tavis Smiley, Feb. 3, 2003.
"I went to the University of Kansas, I was playing ball, traveling
around, and I saw this sign in Mississippi that not only had the
world ‘nigger‘ on it, but also included Jews with it. It, like, degrad—
ed blacks and Jews to the same level as dogs and that stuck in
my mind for all of these years. When I started writing this play
and going through this play — and there was a Jewish character
in the play; a positive Jewish character, I will say — this is the title
that — it jumped right out.
"As a playwright, I prefer to let the ‘play‘ inform me of the title,"
Redwood began his Author‘s Notes to the script. "Normally, the first
draft is completed before the play is titled. Such was the case with
No Niggers, No Jews, No Dogs. In my naivete, | never thought the
title would cause such a brouhaha. So, needless to say, | was
taken aback when I was asked to consider changing it for the then—
upcoming premiere at the Philadelphia Theatre Company.
"At first, I could not understand the controversy," he contin—
ued. "This was not something | had made up. This title (sign)
was a part of our history, not a very endearing part, but a part of
American history nonetheless. ... After a lot of thought and sup—
port from colleagues and friends ... I decided to stick with it, to
the chagrin of a few people. Another contributing factor was, dur—
ing the writing of the first draft of No Niggers, No Jews, No Dogs,
I was blessed to be reading Trouble in Mind by Leon F. Litwack.
In his book about the Jim Crow South, Mr. Litwack draws atten—
tion to other signs (in various forms) that peppered the South
during that period. ... This is when I realized how much of the
history of African—Americans the title represented."
Redwood also discussed the heart of No Niggers, No Jews,
No Dogs, during his NPR interview.
"We, as African—Americans, have survived here on this conti—
nent because of the strength and perseverance of the black
woman," Redwood told Smiley. "And (the play is) about the
strength of this black woman trying to keep her family together

The producers of No Niggers, No Jews, No Dogs, set to run
at The Circuit Playhouse, July 23 through Aug. 22, have taken
extreme measures to determine the viability of bringing this play
to the Memphis area.
First, following the lead of its late author, John Henry
Redwood, Playhouse on the Square/Circuit Playhouse
Executive Director Jackie Nichols and staff sought the advice
and support of various African—American and Jewish organiza—
tions in the Memphis area.
As a result of those discussions, the producers received a
green light in favor of the show. The Panel of American Women
decided to sponsor No Niggers, No Jews, No Dogs; the play also
is endorsed by Beverly Robertson of the National Civil Rights
Museum; Johnnie R. Turner, executive director of the Memphis
branch of the NAACP; Rabbi Micah Greenstein of Temple Israel,
and Happy Jones, Jocelyn Wurzburg and Joyce Blackmon of the
Panel of American Women.
Next, with the participation of the endorsers of the show, two
focus groups were held; one for the media and one for religious
organizations.
Family & Friends Magazine‘s managing editor, Anita Moyt,
and publisher, Patricia Pair, were honored to be part of the
media focus group.
|
"Since Memphis is a city highly sensitive to issues of race,
particularly given its history, we thought it would be important to
have Playhouse on the Square sample a broad cross—section of
the community to identify potential issues that may result from
the impending promotion and presentation of the play," the invi—
tation read.
F
Family & Friends Magazine also signed up at the beginning
of the season as one of two media sponsors for the show.
"Although I at first choked on the title, when I found out Tony
Horne was directing the show and he had no problem with the
title, I had no problem, with it," Moyt said. "I trust Tony‘s theatri—
cal and directorial abilities totally. Our relationship with Tony
goes back to the days when he was the administrative director
of the Black Repertory Theatre."
"As happens every year, the managing editor and I sit down
when the theaters in town release their upcoming seasons to
determine if we want to sponsor any of the productions," Pair
explained. "This year was no different. However, when I| first
viewed the list and was skimming the titles of the shows, the
word ‘nigger‘ jumped right out at me. My first reaction was, ‘What
the ? Then, | went on to read a little about the play. As soon as
| realized it was about oppression of the minorities, | knew we
HAD to be the media sponsor. Although the title refers to dis—
crimination in the 1940s, no other people are more discriminat—
ed against than gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transgendered
folks right here, right now, in 2004."
Approximately 25 people attended the media focus group,
including the aforementioned endorsers of the play; Moyt, Pair,
Nichols; Michael Detroit, associate producer; Donna Sue
Shannon, POTS development director; Courtney Oliver, POTS
public relations director; Tony Horne, director of the play; David
Williams, president of the POTS board of directors; Tony
McNary, reporter with WMC—TV Channel 5; TW. Northcross with

See, Playwright, page 54

See, Focus Group, page 8
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byKevin Shaw, staff writer
Without
a doubt,publicity
the titlethisistheatrical
controversial.
Already,
thisshows
show
has
gotten
more
season
than
most
combined.Written
With a bytitleAfrican—American
like No Niggers, Noplaywright
Jews, No John
Dogs, Henry
it‘s no
wonder.
Redwood, and1705running
July
23 through
Aug.
22a atSouthern
Circuit
Playhouse,
Poplar
Avenue,
this
play,
about
African—American family reeling from the rape of its matriarch by
a white
man, is certainandto openly
cause a stir.
African—American
gay directorjustTony
Horneas idoes—
n‘tpeople
mindthrough
the titlethegetting
so
much
attention,
as
long
t gets
door.
Horne,
originally
from
Memphis,
having
just
completed
ahistwo—year
teaching
stint aatteaching
Rhodes College,
has
already
packed
bags
and
accepted
position
with
the local university that will move him to Bowling Green, Ohio.
HisF&F:
last show
ina Memphis
may
be histo Executive
most personal.
Is
this
show
you
brought
ProducerJackie
Nichols
to
produce
or
did
he
bring
i
t
to
you?
Horne:
hadfindalready
selected
thisitshow
forcame
the season
andF&F:Out
he wasJackie
trying
to
someone
to
direct
and
he
towhite
me.
of
curiosity,
|
recently
asked
Kevin
Hill,
who
is
and
just directed
The Wizman,at such
Theateras himself,
Memphis,to direct
if he thought
it
appropriate
for
a
white
a
mostly
African—American
show.
He saidIsheit didn‘t
feel racethatshould
be an
issue.
Do
you
feel
the
same?
paramount
an
African—
American
direct
thisbestshow?
Horne:
In
the
ofMemphis,
worlds, it Tenn.,
should it‘snot formatter.
But,
inif thean
real
circumstances
of
the
best
African—American
direct
this show.
In Memphis,
whereforweblack
are,
what
we
need
to
be
doing
is
using
black
directors
shows.
isother
a different
answer
for Memphis versus what I
mightF&F:feelThis
for
cities
in
America.
WhyWell,theatdouble
standard?
Horne:
this
point
in time,
thereactors
aren‘tcoming
a lot ofoutblackfor
shows
here.
There
aren‘t
a
lot
of
black
things.
There‘s
no Memphis
Black Repertory
Theatre
anydefunct
more
(Horne
was
the
former
administrative
director
for
the
now
African—American
theatercompany).
Untilwhich
we getis themoreultimate
directorsgoal,of
allthencolors
directing
all
types
of
shows,
I think weplays
needthatto bedealcareful,
especially
when
we‘re
dealing
with historical
with
racism.
In
the
best
ofworlds,
the
raceF&F:
and/orIf Memphis
gender of Black
the director
shouldn‘t
matter
—
ever!
Rep when
couldn‘tit survive,
do race
you think
things
will
ever
turn
around
comes
to
and
Memphis theater?
Focus Group
from page 7
WLOK—AM radio, Jose Velazquez, chief executive officer Latino
Memphis,10.and Teri Sullivan, public relations director with WKNO
Channel
For the most part, the focus group voiced that it was time to —
talk
aboutunder
the things
and the times that we, as a city, try so hard
to push
the
carpet.
"Whento this
| sawtown
the title,
| thought
that if Playhouse
would
bringa
ablackplay
where
both
mayors
are
black,
we
have
schoolthisboard
andI needa black
cityandcouncil,
thenwiththere‘s
some—
thing
about
play
to
see,
I
say
‘on
the
show.""
Turner said, summing up the general consensus of the group.
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Horne:
Yes,
i
t
will!
But
forare now,
thelimited
opportunities
still
so
fordirec—
black
shows
and
black
tors. So,be arightslap now,
it
would
in
the
face,
to me,
i18f ashows
theaterin
company
had
a season,showwithandonly
one
"black"
you
did—
n‘t bother
take theblack
time
todirector
find afortoqualified
the project. I
wouldF&F:be Let‘s
insulted.
talk aboutNo
the
title
for
a
moment—
Niggers,
No Jews,to signsNo
Dogs
(a
reference
often postedin theon not—so—dis—
store—front
windows
tant
past).the Did
you
mind
that
all
talk
right
now
about
your
show
is
solely
focused
onWell,
the title?
Horne:
the onlytherereason
it behaspeople
gotten inso themuchcommunity
publicity
iswhobecause
we
knew
would
wouldSo, rather
be upsetthanabout
thepeople
wordbe"nigger."
Weeven
knewpicket
that
upfront.
having
angry
and
the show,aboutweitjustby inviting
took a the
pro—active
approach
andleaders
WE started
talking
media
and
religious
to bysit
and
have
a
talk
with
us
in
order
to
solicit
endorsements.
So
us starting
theWeconversation
earlier,manyby default,
iboth
t started
some
early
press.
understood
that
people,
black
and
white,
would
be
offended
by
the
"N"
word,
and
they
should
be,
but
we
were
concerned
that
they
would
also
not
bother
to
find
out energy
what thearound
play isthereally"N" about.
Wepeople
hope can
thatfocus
we have
diffused
the
word
so
on
what
the
play is really about. It‘s a good thing. Taking

Tony Horne to direct No Miggers, No

Tony Horne

this approach, we
have gotten endorsements from both the African—American and
Jewish leaders of Memphis. _
F&F: Do you care this one word in the title may be the sole
hook that gets many people to comeand see this show?
Horne: | don‘t care, as long as they come through the door.
But, what | think will happen, and is happening, is that people
Areallze that the leaders of Memphis haveendorsed this play and
they can move past that word. Aside from the title, people are
starting to want to know whatthe play is about. This play would
not have. been endorsed had it not also been a good play that is
good for Memphis. I think people are interested in seeing very
powerful stories about black families, about love and surviving
oppression. People like to see triumphant stories. The fact that
this play showcases Blacks and Jews working together, not
against one another, and forming a friendship, is good for
Memphians to see. Given this city‘s history of racism and anti—
Semitisgm, | think this play is a good thing. Actually, | think peo—
ple of all races will be really excited about seeing this show.
F&F>1 knowthere are audience members out there who feel
AIDS is dated subject material. What would you say to people who
feel the same about the subject of racism and black oppression?
See Tony Horne, page 54
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From: THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
To: GEORGE W.

BUSH

Re: YOU’RE FIRED!

TOP TEN REASONS TO LAYOFF BUSH:
1. JOB LOSS
3 million jobs lost since taking office in January 2001.
2. HEALTH CARE CRISIS
&
41.2 million Americans without health insurance under Bush — 2.5 million more uninsured Americans since
Bush took office. The President has put forth NO PLAN to cover any additional Americans.
3. POLLUTER—FRIENDLY
45% cut in cleaning up SuperfundToxic Waste sites under Bush — Bush wants to pass cost on to taxpayers
4. DENYING OVERTIME
Bush gutted overtime pay for millions of hardworking firefighters, nurses, teachers, waitresses, and other
everyday Americans.
5. MILLIONAIRES FIRST
Bush chooses tax giveaways for millionaires over relief for strapped states— Most states forced to cut
services or raise taxes to pay for Bush‘s fiscal irresponsibility.
6. BROKEN PROMISES TO VETERANS
Bush has refused to enroll 360,000 middle income Veterans in the VA health system — George Bush has
continually broken promises to our Veterans and has not shown them the respect one who has fought in the
armed services deserves.
7. HOMELAND INSECURITY
Bush refuses to fully fund 2 out of 3 firchouses that are still understaffed since Sept. 1111 — 77% of all.
fire departments don‘t have the necessary equipment and training to respond to biological or chemical terrorist
attacks.
f
8. CHILDREN LEFT BEHIND
Bush broke his promise to fund his own education program — left millions and millions of children behind
by refusing to fund any part of his plan other than testing.
9. GO IT ALONE FOREIGN POLICY
Bush went to war in Iraq without a plan to win the peace — and in the face of mounting American
casualties he refuses to ask the U.N. and international community to play a real role in sharing the burden of
reconstruction.
10. BANKRUPTING AMERICA
Bush‘s economic plans have created the largest deficit in history — As well as having overseen the worst
economic growth in 50 years.
www.JohnKerry.Com Paid for by John Kerry for President, Inc.
Contributions or gifts to John Kerry for President, Inc. are not tax deductible — Printed by volunteers
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UNITY,

DIVERSITY,

Pride

EQUALITY

FOR ALL

Celebration

If you would like sponsorship or volunteer information,
call Backstreet Memphis at (901) 276—5522 or
send an email to mail@backstreetmemphis.com
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some venues. Protesters did not.
agree with a white man impersonat—
ing a black woman, not to mention a
black women with lots of kids, and a
bit called "Whose Yo Daddy?" (See
"In The Mix," page 28, for a more
indepth review of RuPaul Redhot.)
"I love Shirley and her act,"
RuPaul replied when asked about
the controversy surrounding Shirley.
"Those people (the protesters) are
ig‘nant (as Shirley would pronounce
the word). Lord knows there are plen—
ty of things in the country to protest,
but Shirley Q Liquor isn‘t one of
them. Protest all you want, but not
Shirley Q. Liquor."
f course, RuPaul Charles is not
ited to the diva role of RuPaul.
rles is quite the actor in male
s as well, not to mention as
equally handsome. The six—foot, four—
IiﬁczhCharles has been featured in

J MAC Cosmetic ads, ‘as female. —
In both male and female roles,

(1993),"
“Sabrina
the

1996),” "Nash
pulat” ©(1999),"
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from page 12
So, which persona does RuPaul prefer? Male actor or female
impersonator?
"They both have their strong points," Ru explained. (When I
dressed up as a female, | felt like) Superman with a wig; some—
thing clicked. | loved that power and owning that legacy. It
belongs to the people; | love being the guardian of the legacy.
There is a lot of responsibility and I take it seriously. I stepped
away from it for a while and (did) not disrespect it. It is fun to do
the acting thing (as a male), but my power lies in doing RuPaul."
As RuPaul heads out on tour with RuPaul RedHot, she plans
to return to the stage in all her diva glory.
"I‘ll do all the kinds of music people expect of me and I get to
sneak in a few things from the man behind the mask from the
inside," Ru said. "I‘ve always done lots of looks over the past 23
years. | am going to do all kinds of things.
"I probably will do the black hair to start off but I‘ll do every—
thing," she said, replying to our question about her "Christina
Aguilara" formerly—blond—now—sporting—black—hair look, as shown
on her CD cover.
With so many drag shows and pageants in the Memphis and
Mid South area, we asked about her experiences.
"I have trained up many over the years," Ru said, explaining
that she has been a drag mother herself. "Being gay we have to
be resourceful. Over the years I‘ve given kids costumes and
advice. Every few years, I get a new crop of kids to give advice
to and be a shoulder to cry on."
(Editors Note: A drag mother is a female impersonator
who trains up selected individuals (known as their drag
daughter or son) in performing on stage.)
"Me and my friends went to a show every night," Ru
continued, explaining her early influences from the drag
world. "Shows

are more popular in the South, not in LA. Those girls were our
teachers. In the early ‘80s we were doing the punk and rock clubs
and would pop into Allusions (refer—
ring to a club then in Atlanta) to see
the girls then. Charlie Brown, Tina
Devore, Apple Love...those girls
were our teachers."
RuPaul Charles continues to
stand out in the world of enter—
tainment; and he does so as a
proud gay man and female
impersonator.
"L am not your average
gay man or queen. |
am Ru, that‘s it,
bottom
line,"
the entertainer
concluded.
Oh, yes,
and
his
views on the
upcoming
presidential
nomination?
"We have to
trim the Bush,
honey,"
Ru
replied.
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RuPaul
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Lamba Literary Award winners announced —
The recipients of the 16th Annual Lambda Literary Awards
were announced June 3 at a gala dinner in Chicago.
These awards annually recognize and honor the best in les—
bian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) literature. From
hundreds of books nominated by their publishers and other
authorized agents, five nominees were selected in each of 20
categories. Panels of judges in each category, chosen to repre—
sent the diversity of the LGBT literary community, determined
the final winners from the finalists. The winners were:
Children/Young Adult: Boy Meets Boy, by David Levithan
(Knoph Books for Young Readers)
LGBT Humor: Dykes and Sundry Other Carbon—Based Life—
Forms to Watch Out For, by Alison Bechdel (Alyson
Publications)
LGBT Drama: Prok, by Brian Drader (Scirocco Drama)
LGBT Erotica: Best Lesbian Erotica 2004, Tristan Taormino,
ed. (Cleis Press)
Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror: Necrologue, Helen Sandler,
ed. (Diva Books)
Spirituality: Keeping Faith, by Fenton Johnson (Houghton
Mifflin)
Visual Arts: Women Seeing Women, Lonthar Schirmer, ed.
(W. W. Norton)
LGBT Romance (tie): Last Summer, by Michael Thomas Ford
(Kensington Publishing); Maybe Next Time, by Karin Kallmaker
(Bella Books)
LGBT Fiction Anthology: Pulp Friction, Michael Bronski, ed.

The Mystic

Krewe

(St. Martin‘s Press)
LGBT Nonfiction Anthology: Queer Crips, Bob Guter and
John Killacky, eds. (Harrington Park Press)
Gay Men‘s Mystery: Blind Eye, by John Morgan Wilson (St.
Martin‘s Press)
Lesbian Mystery: Damn Straight, by Elizabeth Sims (Alyson
Publications)
LGBT Biography: Beautiful Shadow, by Andrew Wilson
(Bloomsbury)
LGBT Memoir/Autobiography: Naked in the Promised Land,
by Lillian Faderman (Houghton Mifflin)
Lesbian Poetry: The Dirt She Ate, by Minnie Bruce Pratt
(University of Pittsburgh Press)
Gay Men‘s Poetry (tie): Middle Earth, by Henri Cole (Farrar,
Straus & Giroux); Sky Lounge, by Mark Bibbins (Graywolf Press)
Transgender: She‘s Not There, by Jennifer Finney Boylan
(Broadway Books)
LGBT Studies: Time on Two Crosses, Devon Carbado and
Donald Weise, eds. (Cleis Press)
Gay Men‘s Fiction: Lives of the Circus Animals, by
Christopher Bram (William Morrow)
Lesbian Fiction: Southland, by Nina Revoyr (Akashic Books)
Best—selling author E. Lynn Harris was presented with the
Lambda Literary Foundation Bridge Builder Award, recognizing
his career and his most recent work, his memoir, What Becomes
See Awards, nage 54
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is having an open house for
prospective new members
at The Parkview, located on
Poplar Avenue at Overton Park,
in the Azalea Room Saturday,
July 24, from 4 to 6 p.m.

Light refreshments will be served.

Ifyou are interested injoining the Mystic
Krewe of Memphis United, but are .
unable to attend, call Lezli Droke at
901—409—8646
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For the fifth year in a row, Soulforce volunteers stood vigil out—
side the Southern Baptist Convention‘s annual meeting to con—
front the untruths perpetuated by Southern Baptist resolutions
and teachings against gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
(GLBT) people. The annual meeting, which took place in
Indianapolis, Ind., attracted about 80 Soulforce volunteers, who
gathered to try to help change the hearts and minds of Southern
Baptists and empower GLBT people to stand up against their
own oppression.
For three days, in the heat and the rain, Southern Baptist
messengers encountered Soulforce volunteers at the street cor—
ners and sidewalks, handing out literature and booklets, singing
songs and talking about the spiritual violence wrought by
Southern Baptist rhetoric and policies.
SBC passed resolutions supporting the anti—gay Federal
Marriage Amendment (FMA), which is intended to write discrim—
ination into the U.S. Constitution against GLBT couples and their
children by defining marriage as between one man and one
woman. Earlier in the day, President Bush spoke by satellite
praising Southern Baptists for their conservative views and urg—
ing them to support the FMA.
In addition, the SBC pulled out of the Baptist World Alliance
(BWA) because the SBC felt the BWA was increasingly anti—
American and too tolerant of liberal theology, by accepting the
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship as a member in 2003.
On the final evening, Rev. Steve Gaines, pastor of First
Baptist Church in Gardendale, Ala., railed against homosexuali—
ty, by saying, "God characterized homosexuality as an abomina—
tion in Leviticus 18, and He sandwiched it right between adultery,
child sacrifice and having sex with an animal." He also urged
Southern Baptists to contact their congress people to lobby for
approval of the FMA.
"The SBC continues to be a primary source of spiritual violence
against us," said Karen Weldin, former Southern Baptist, graduate
of Oklahoma Baptist University, and Director of Operations for
Soulforce. "I know God loves gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgen—
der people just the way we are, and some day, full equality will
happen, and the church will have to apologize to us.
"We will be in Nashville in 2005, for the next SBC annual
meeting to continue our relentless confrontation of the shameful
untruths," Weldin added.
"Our hope in changing the SBC lies with the youth," said
Jamie McDaniel, co—chair of the Soulforce Southern Baptist
Denomination Team. Soulforce volunteers distributed a 48—page
study guide geared toward Southern Baptist youth, entitled
"Christian Youth —An Important Voice in the Present Struggle for
Gay Rights in America." The guide was written by Soulforce
youth and young adults and is available online at www.soul—
force.org/youth/youthstudyguide.pdf.
Pictures taken of the action in Indianapolis can be viewed at
www.soulforce.org.
Soulforce is a national interfaith organization committed to
ending spiritual violence perpetuated by religious policies and
teachings against GLBT people. Soulforce teaches and employs
the nonviolent principles of Gandhi and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
to the liberation of sexual and gender minorities.
For more information, go online to www.soulforce.org.
Jury 2004
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Groups work together

on GLBT veterans book
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Sponsored by Dr. Me! and Debbie Litch
July 15 — 25
On the Lohrey Stage at Theatre Memphis
Directed by Bennett Wood
Musical Direction by Gary Beard
_ Don‘t miss our summer musical spectacular, where you
determine the content of the show. The content has been
determined by you, the audience. Those songs that received.
the most votes during the last two plays at TEsme Memplhi

this season make up iroadway by Request.

s

Documenting Courage: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Veterans Speak Out, a publication featuring the
stories of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender veterans who
served under discriminatory military policies, has been published
by a joint effort of The Human Rights Campaign (HRC), the
Servicemembers Legal Defense Network (SLDN) and American
Veterans for Equal Rights (AVER).
Approximately 10,000 service members — linguists, infantry
members, doctors, pilots, nurses, engineers, navigators, tankers,
mechanics and members of virtually every other specialty — have
been discharged during the past 10 years under "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t
Tell." These discharges have cost taxpayers between $250 mil—
lion and $1.2 billion, according to research by SLDN.
"Americans are paying dearly to subsidize military discrimi—
nation," said C. Dixon Osburn, executive director of SLDN. "With
overwhelming opposition to the ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell‘ policy, the
nation‘s security at risk and a pressing need for Americans who
are willing to serve, there are more than enough reasons for
members of Congress to agree that the current laws are wrong."
The publication features the stories of 13 veterans, including
Pfc. Franklin Kameny, who served in World War II; Lt. Col. Hank
Thomas, who served two tours in Vietnam and also worked for
both the Nixon and Reagan administrations, and Petty Officer 1st
Class Cheryl Ann Costa, a transsexual who served in Vietnam.
"These stories are amazing," said AVER President A.J.
See GLBT Vets, page 54
THE CIRCUIT PLAYHGOGUSE
1705 Porpiar AvE.

July 29 — August 8 _
On the Next Stage at Theatre Memphis:
Directed by J. Noble
.
Our first performance of Lady Day during the 2003—2004
season was such a success, we‘re bringing it back this summer.
Don‘t miss Joyce Cobb as Billie Holliday in this smash hit. |
For information and tickets, call G82—8323
or visit www.theatrememphis.org
i
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Couple relationships: Speaking the truth in love
by Don :Thomas, LPC—MHSP, guest writer
Couple relationships have been in existence, in one form or
another, since ancient times. Many, if not most, relationship
problems tend to come from two sources.
First, most persons tend to assume that their way of thinking,
responding and behaving toward others is the "normal" and
"right" reaction. Without even being aware of it, we can find our—
selves reacting strongly when our partner disagrees.
An important step in improving relationships is to become
aware of our bias. We are all born into a particular family in a
particular region with particular values and rules about how to
live life. Northerners and Southerners grow up in different parts
of the country. First—borns view life somewhat differently from
middle— and last—borns. Growing up in poverty will shape one‘s
identity differently than with an affluent upbringing. In all of this —
and many other variables, as well — the emphasis needs to be
on difference and not on moral superiority (or inferiority). Turning
our differences into moral issues can get us into trouble.
Take time to learn who your partner is; what are his/her
interests, hopes, fears and how he/she grew up in that partic—
ular family of origin. Do family tree work to help you under—
stand better the emotional, economic and moral matrix out of
which you emerged and which shaped your values and out—
look. Learn what the differences between you and your part—
ner can teach you about unknown aspects of your own per—
sonality. We do not tend to be attracted to our opposite as a
coincidence, you know. Learn to rejoice in the differences
between the two of you. Can you imagine how dull it would be

©

s

o

if the two of you were exactly alike?!
The second source of relationship problems is our reluctance
to "speak the truth in love," that is, being honest about our think—
ing and emotions without trying to be hurtful. Many of us are
raised to believe that it is more important to be "nice" than hon—
est. Many of us grew up in homes, often "good Christian" homes,
where being good or Christian meant that it was wrong to be
honest about our opinions, thoughts or feelings, even in appro—
priate ways. Folks who grew up in this kind of setting find it diffi—
cult as adults to have free—flowing communication with others,
especially those with whom they might disagree.
Yet, the only way to experience that deeper level of relation—
ship intimacy is to be able to "speak the truth in love" with loved
ones. Try this, at first, with issues that are small and not very
important. Monitor your feelings and reactions as you con—
sciously disagree or share a contrary opinion. With practice, it
should become easier over time.
You may find that your close relationships grow in grace as
you and your partner become more trusting of each other and
can share hopes, dreams and fears without fear of rejection.
"Love one another, but make not a bond of love: Let it rather
be a moving sea between the shores of your souls." — Gibran,
K. The Prophet, pg. 15.
(Reprinted with permission from The Pilgrim‘s Center‘s
newsletter, "Pathfinder." Don Thomas LPC—MHSP is on staff at
The Pilgrim Center, which has offices in First Congregational
Church, 1000 South Cooper, Memphis TN 38104. He can be
reached at (901) 844—4357.)

American

Tuxedo

Free

Groom‘s

Tuxedo Program
Over 100 Styles
Available
Discounts on
Invitations
Open Evenings
and Sundays
Best

Place

in

Town ...
Guaranteed!
latinum Jewelers
YOUR QUALITY WHOLESALE JEWELER
2200 N. GERMANTOWN Pky. .— 387—1005
{NEXT TO BOLLA PASTA)

www.americantuxedos.com
+4730 Riverdale

4722 Poplar Avenue

{across from Wai—Mart)

(next to Sekisui)

901—753—8897

901—761—2848

555 S. PERKINS EXT. — STE. 302 — 901.680.0020
{OAK HALL BUILDING, NEXT TO GOLDSMITHS OAK COURT}
WWW.PLATINUMJIEWELERS.COM
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ASHOUT OUT TO:
* J.L. KING for stopping by Memphis during Memphis Black
Pride 2004, on his book tour and for reaching out to the women
in our cities to send out his message to them: Be careful who
you sleep with; talk about condoms and safe sex, don‘t fall into
a trap of exchanging material comforts for HIV/AIDS from a
man on the DL.
* TERRYL BUCKNER for sponsoring a great MEMPHIS
BLACK PRIDE 2004 weekend of events.
* THE MYSTIC KREWE OF MEMPHIS UNITED for joining in
a relaxing day at the Black Pride 2004 picnic at Tee Toe Tam
Ranch June 19.
« ARMANI! AND TIONA KOURVOISIER, the parents of
the
KOURVOISIER FAMILY. Family & Friends was honored and
greatly blessed by them on May 21 at their 4th Annual
Kourvoisier Family Inaugural Celebration at Club Allusions. We
proudly display the plaque they presented us, which reads: "For
your support throughout the years we salute Anita and Patty. We
look forward to working with you in the future. Love, The
Kourvoisier Family." We will, we promise.
* SHANE TRICE and the BACKSTREET/THE COLISEUM
staff and showcast for hosting one unbelievable show on June
11, which raised almost $1,500 for FRIENDS FOR LIFE. We
count it special that the cast of RENT felt, of all the clubs in the
city, your‘s was the one where they wanted to put on a fundrais—
er. The Rent cast joined in with the showcast of Backstreet to put
on one absolutely fabulous show.
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* CRAYOLA CASSIDINE, crowned MISS GAY PRIDE 2004
on June 6 at Backstreet Memphis. Congratulations from Family
& Friends. And thanks to BYRON BREWER for all his hard work
and dedication to this annual pageant, which he has produced
for the past several years.
:
s
* MID—SOUTH PRIDE for a great Gay Pride Parade June 26.
It stepped off promptly at 4 p.m. with many of <the regular
paraders in attendance. It was good to see former Memphis
Pride Inc. chair KAY MILLS driving the grand marshals of this
year‘s parade (B.J. HEFNER and HUNTER JOHNSTON), and
former board member BARBARA JEAN JASON carrying the flag
for Cotton Pickin‘ Squares.
* MAGY (MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH) who gets Family &
Friends‘ vote as the most proudful group in the parade. We
heard you, we saw you, you couldn‘t be missed. We were proud _
to have you represent the next generation of the Memphis and
Mid—South—GLBT community.
f
* BUTCH VALENTINE and his staff and all the volunteers
who orchestrated a great FRIENDS FOR LIFE SIZZILIN® SUM—.
MER AUCTION PARTY. Also, thanks to FM 100‘s TOM PRES—
TIGIACOMO and to WMC—TV5‘s KYM CLARK for such a won
derful job as auctioneers for the two live auctions.
@
* JACKIE JOHNSON for offering her talents to FFL to enter—
tain the 500 or more attending the annual benefit auction. Jackie |
was off the hook; her voice is strong and soulful and a treat to _
listen to. Catch her when you can.
* THE MELTING POT for being so generous to our Memphis
GLBT community and Friends For Life. Many of those attending
the FFL Auction enjoyed tasty samples of chocolate—dipped straw—
berries and white chocolate—dipped cake, among other delights.
AREA TIDBITS:
* The MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER
will hold its annual meeting on Sunday, July 11, at 6 p.m. at the
center, located at 892 South Cooper.
* Look for the grand opening of AUDREY ROSE CAFE &
GALLERY in August. We will keep you posted.
* Yes, it is true. MELISSA ETHERIDGE wilt be in concert at
SAM‘S TOWN TUNCIA on Saturday, Aug.: 14, at 8 p.m. Tickets,
which are $65 and $55, are—on sale now! Call (800) 456—0711.
See you there!
&
* For those interested in playing or coaching BASKETBALL,
contact Herschel Stokes at herschel@ghruaim.net or call him
at
(901) 336—8454. See page 32 for more:information.
* Did you know TENNESSEE SENATOR STEVE COHEN is
up for re—election this year? Let‘s be sure that this very gay—sup—
portive legislator wins again. He has always had our best inter
ests atheart and his voting record proves it.
* CALL YOUR U.S. SENATOR. The battle, has begun. The
U.S. Senate will be taking its first vote to attempt to amend the
U.S. Constitution to add that marriage can only be between
a
man and woman, on JULY 12. Many have said they may be
against same—sex marriage, but they also are against using
the
U.S. Constitution to promote discrimination against anyone
or
any group of people.
* We realize this has become a dull roar, but we still need
to
stress ‘it. Take care of business and get REGISTERED
TO
VOTE, if you are not already, and, if needed, update your regis—
tration information if you have moved. There is no reason
for
anyone not to be at the polls this year. EVERY SINGLE VOTE
COUNTS, ESPECIALLY YOURS! (See page 31)
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July 23 — August 22
(901) 726—4656
Sponsored by Panel of American Women and
Endorsed by Beverly Robertson of National
Civil Rights Museum, Rabbi Micah Greenstein
of Temple Israel, and Johnnie R. Turner of NAACP.
Season Sponsor: Dorothy O. Kirsch
1705 Poplar Ave:
Media Sponsors: Family and Friends Magazine,
www.playhouseonthesquare,. orp
Jewish Journal, and Proud Magazine
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Remembering Miss Carlisle & Miss Flemi

by Jim Norcross, guest writer
Miss Carlisle and Miss Fleming
came to the high school in the middle of
4
the year.
Mrs. Jackson, the English teacher, had
to quit to take care of her husband, who‘d
been in an auto accident, so the school
board called Louetta "Granny" Mottsinger
to fill in. Mrs. Mottsinger had been a
teacher for 40 years before she retired and
was close to 80 now and deaf as a cement
post. Chaos reigned supreme in the class—
room. Billy Bob Tutwilder saw to that.
Miss Carlisle came to the English
department; Miss Fleming became the
girl‘s physical education teacher. We‘d
never had a girls‘ gym teacher before.
When Coach Ruffin filled in, he‘d just done
the minimum; he hated coaching the girls,
said it was sissy work.
No one thought it odd that these two
highly—qualified teachers were suddenly available in the middle
of the school year. Junior Perch, who was on the school board,
said they‘d come from a school up near the lowa state line and
the town was damn lucky to have them.
Pauline, Junior‘s wife, told her friend, Fern Fitterling, "You
know, the school board never planned to hire an instructor for
girls‘ sports. They always got along without one, but Miss
Carlisle just refused to come here without her friend — and we
had to have an English teacher. Poor old Granny Mottsinger
can‘t keep filling in forever."
"I agree, Pauline," Fern said. "I guess Miss Carlisle didn‘t
want to be alone in a strange town, her being so quiet and not
having any friends or family here. The two do seem close."
"Well," Pauline said, "I think it‘s nice that they have each
other. Of course, it won‘t be any time until the local boys will be
coming around, especially to see that Miss Carlisle. Say, do you
know if that youngest Bodenhammer boy — you know, Mamie‘s
boy — is he seeing anyone right now?"
Everyone fell in love with Miss Carlisle the minute they met
her. She had a ready smile and a big mass of auburn hair she
kept pulled back with different colored ribbons. Her skin was as
white and smooth as new dime—store china, and her deep—set
eyes met yours right on.
Miss Carlisle walked into that classroom the first day and qui—
etly took charge. Billy Bob Tutwilder was terrifying poor old
Granny Mottsinger, but Miss Carlisle just looked him in the eye,
then down at her seating chart and said, "William Robert, please
take your seat. I‘m Miss Carlisle, and today we are going to start
on Shakespeare."
No one had ever seen Billy Bob look so meek before, not
even when his father, the preacher, looked down at him from the
pulpit on Sunday morning. Later, Billy Bob tried to tell Miss
Carlisle that his name was not William Robert and that, like his
father before him, had been named just Billy Bob. He even
brought in his birth certificate to prove it. Miss Carlisle just smiled
and went on calling him William Robert.
Miss Carlisle loved Emily Dickinson, Walt Whitman and
Shakespeare, and she saw to it that all her students learned to
appreciate them. She even got Billy Bob so interested in vocab—

ulary building that he became quite good
at using big words no one else knew the
meaning of. If you asked him what a word
meant, he‘d say, "Look it up. That way, it
will stay with you. That‘s what Miss
Carlisle says."
While Miss Carlisle was petite, Miss
Fleming was tall, probably 5—foot—10 at
least. She walked tall, too, and carried
herself with an air of a person who is
proud of her height. She had close—
cropped blonde hair and spoke in a deep
voice that demanded respect.
Miss Fleming took the girls‘ volleyball
team all the way to the state champi—
onship. There was a big write—up on the
front page of The Star Journal and a large
picture of Miss Fleming with her arm
around Claudia Howard, who was holding
a huge trophy. Claudia was the captain of
the team and also the high scorer for the
season. Everyone in town was very excited over winning the
championship — about the biggest thing that ever happened in
Henry County.
Miss Carlisle and Miss Fleming rented an old house out west
of town that had been vacant for a long time, and looked it. The
house, which belonged to Henry Fitterling, was basically sound,
so the two teachers rolled up their sleeves and gave the house
a coat of paint. They bought a garden tractor, planted a big gar—
den with a crop of corn, beans and tomatoes. Later on, they got
a big dog they named Bowser and a little red pick—up truck.
"Those girls really fixed that place up," Henry Fitterling said.
"Why, that Miss Fleming can fix a roof or set a fence post as
good as any man. She‘s strong for a woman; sure make some
lucky guy a good wife."
Fern Fitterling reported to Pauline Perch, "Miss Carlisle has
painted the entire inside of that house the prettiest shade .of
peach and made the cutest curtains out of bedsheets. And the
needlework she does — you can‘t imagine — crewel, cross—stitch
and | don‘t know what all. Why, she‘s even doing a needlepoint
rug —a rug! She‘s doing a block on each state of the union, with
the state flower and state bird on it. She‘s been working on it two
years, but she‘s only up to Nebraska. Such sweet girls, she and
Miss Fleming."
"Wonder why they never married," Pauline said.
The teachers did not seem to leave their house or have friends
who visited. Reverend Tutwilder made a call on them and invited
them to church. They said they‘d come, but they never did.
"Must be Catholic," Pauline said.
"Bet you‘re right," Fern answered.
Then the news swept through town. Miss Carlisle was sick.
Really sick.
"Cancer," Fern reported.
"Inoperative," Pauline commented. "Going to have to have
chemotherapy, maybe has a year to live. She‘ll probably lose all
her hair, and she has such pretty hair."
Miss Carlisle never said a thing, but she began to look tired
and to miss days at school. Finally, she had to leave school
See Remembering, page 54
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by Kevin Shaw, staff writer
After successful runs as Che in Evita and Sky Masterson in
Guys and Dolls, both at Playhouse on the Square, located at 51
South Cooper, Jason Watson is back in Memphis to take on the
most ambitious role of his life. Alternating between the decent
Dr. Jekyll versus the evil Mr. Hyde, Watson is set to star in Frank
Wildhorn‘s musical adaptation of Jekyll and Hyde, now through
July 25. A role that requests a performer of extraordinary range,
as well as vocal prowess, Watson states that this is, without a
doubt, the toughest role he has ever attempted.
| recently "crashed" the cast of Jekyll and Hyde‘s initial wig fit—
tings (more wigs in this show than at Backstreet and Allusions
combined) to talk to Watson about Memphis and his latest "psy—
chotic" inhabitation.
F&F: Welcome back to Memphis. Where are you presently
living?
Watson: New York City. Well, Brooklyn actually. It‘s
always nice to get a break from the city and come back down
to the South.
F&F: How did Jackie Nichols (Executive Producer at
Playhouse on the Square) originally find you for their production
of Evita a few years back?
Watson: Basically, they were doing a search and they couldn‘t
find a Che anywhere and | found out about it through one of the
trade papers in New York and just sent them a video. I never actu—
ally got to sing for them in person, but I sent them a video from a
previous production of Evita that I had done and got the job.
F&F: So, you had done Evita before. Have you done Jekyll
and Hyde before?
Watson: No, well, yes, I did the national tour playing a differ—
ent role. I played the Bishop in that production. But, I‘ve never
played the lead in this show.
F&F: What is it about Memphis that keeps bringing you back?
Watson: | really like the people at Playhouse. I‘ve done a lot
of regional theater work around the country and a lot of guest—
artist jobs. Usually, it‘s just in and out and on to the next thing,
but for some reason Jackie and | have just really hit it off. He‘s a
great guy and this is a great organization. It‘s nice. And, like 1
said before, it‘s a nice break from New York to be around nice,
friendly people. It‘s real welcoming here. Plus, Jackie always
invites me back to do the shows I love to do.
F&F: So, how does this production of Jekyll and Hyde com—
pare to the Broadway production and/or the national tours that
some people might have seen?
Watson: Well, I‘ve never seen the Broadway production. But,
there are actually many versions of this show. The author, Frank
Wildhorn, was always taking out songs, putting in new songs,
just tinkering with his shows. It seemed for years and years that
this show was always a work in progress. Now, | think, it has set—
tled into this version. This version is the only version available for
productions. The recordings of Jekyll and Hyde are actually
more similar to this production than the Broadway show. If peo—
ple have heard music from the show, then they‘ve heard this ver—
sion. This also is identical to the tour | did before.
F&F: Is the director, who is from Chicago, Scott Ferguson
(Batboy: The Musical, Evita, Return to Forbidden Planet)
completely re—imagining this production or is he turning to
you for suggestions?
Watson: He is actually creating a lot of this from scratch. He
brought in a lot of ideas, not knowing the show that well. I think

he
had
seen
excerpts from that
horrible,
horrible
video with David
Hasselhoff, but he
came with a lot of
his own ideas. But,
personally
having
done the tour, | was
able to provide him
with a lot of the prac—
tical workings of the
mechanics of the
show that it took
years to figure out.
So, between the two
of us, we‘ve had an
awesome collabora—
tion. We‘ve made it
new, without neces—
sarily having to start
Jason Watson
from scratch. This
show
would
be a
impossible to put together technically from scratch.
F&F: What‘s so technically challenging?
Watson: Mostly my transformations from Dr. Jekyll to Mr.
Hyde. It‘s very technical. Also, the lab scenes and other tiny lit
tle nuances that you wouldn‘t pick up right away can be very
tricky. I‘ve been really impressed with how Scott has taken this
and made it his own. I love working with him.
F&F: How physically demanding is this role?
Watson: About as demanding as it gets. I would not hesitate
at all to say it‘s the most demanding male role out there — phys—
ically, vocally. Because you are, literally, playing two roles. And
the two roles are very different vocally — Jekyll is more light and
"tenory," while Hyde has that more "growly," animalistic, baritone
sound. Physically, it‘s just about pouring—down sweat. A friend of
mine who played this role for a while — just a huge guy, played
college football — said getting through one performance of this
show is tougher than playing a game of college football. | think
I‘m beginning to fully understand what he meant. I‘m wearing
layers of wool and wigs, etc. I have to admit, at first, | was a lit
tle apprehensive. I‘ve never done anything like this. I‘ve found
out a lot about myself as a performer by doing this and the chal—
lenge has been fantastic. Hopefully, it will all work out.
F&F: The Broadway production | saw years ago felt a little too
"over the—top" hokey. Is that something this version is going to
embrace or fight against?
Watson: We‘re going to try and fight that. Before Scott and I
got here, we were talking and shooting ideas back and forth, and
he was telling me concepts that he was considering — be it grand
opera style, making it bigger than life or to go really realistic and
make it as real as possible and let the audience feel it. I think
where we‘ve gone with it in this process is making everything
that happens onstage real and true and scary and disturbing.
But what our set designer has done with the set regarding this
aspect is amazing. As the show progresses, the set becomes
more and more surreal as Hyde takes more and more control.
See Watson, page 27
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affect women of color; promote strate—
gies to diversify leadership in health
science, education, research and pol—
icy, and ensure health issues of
women of color remain at the forefront
of national, state and local health pol—
icy agencies.
The 2004 Minority Women‘s Health
Summit will be held at JW Marriott
Hotel, 1331 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W., in Washington, D.C. Special
room rates for the summit are single
for $150 and double for $175; addi—
tional guests at $20 each. To receive
these special rates, be sure to mention
"Minority Women‘s Health Summit"
when making your reservations at
(800) 228—9290. These rates are guar—
anteed through Friday, July 23; these
rates do not include the Washington,
D.C. hotel tax of 14.5%.
Registration for the summit is $150
per person through July 16; $175 per
person after July 16.
For more information, go online to
www.4woman.gov/imwhs
or
call
Elizabeth David at (202) 205—0571.
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The 2004 Minority Women‘s Health
Summit is set for Thursday to Sunday,
Aug. 12 to 15, in Washington, D.C.
This year‘s theme is: "Women of
Color: Taking Action for a Healthier
&
Partnerships
Progress,
Life:
s
women‘
key
the
Possibilities." Among
health issues highlighted will be
HIV/AIDS, cardiovascular disease,
cancer and diabetes.
The summit objectives are: To
explore current prevention strategies
that work in various communities,
both urban and rural; promote dia—
logue among policy makers, service
providers, community women, acade—
mia and other stakeholders to
address present health care issues for
women of color; recommend action—
oriented strategies to increase posi—
tive health outcomes for women of
color across the lifespan, from rural
and urban communities; foster com—
munity partnerships to identify and
implement best practices that target
prevention, diagnosis and treatment
of diseases that disproportionately
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August health summit set
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(a free video website)
Program Guide
Features Stories Recently Added
Concerning MARRIAGE...
Lambda Legal Defense explains
exactly what is happening and
needs to happen to get marriage
freedoms.
Pray for our President
—— with the Born—A—Gayns
Congregations Unite!
——— Join an all denomination service.
Aliso new to the site...
The 2004 Glitter Awards
Learn to Foster Parent
Pet Adoption
Phoenix Pride Festival
Kevin‘s Room (a black soap opera)
Enjoy over 1000 hours
& it‘s FREE!
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I knew there was a reason I preferred to stay
SECOND REMINDER Why 1 remain the interviewer and
"behind the scenes" and behind the camera.
not the interviewee: Because apparently | can‘t keep my big
And, if | had subconsciously forgotten what that mouth shut. Note to self: engage brain before engaging mouth.
reason is, | was reminded of it recently, and not
Case in Point #1: The CA article. I wouldn‘t say I was exactly
just once, but two times.
misquoted, more like not fully quoted. The article quotes me as
The first occurred on June 10 when an article appeared in saying, "It‘s hard to be the media sponsor of a play when you
The Commercial Appeal about the media focus group that met can‘t put the title on the cover of your magazine."
in the Memphian Room of Playhouse on the Square to discuss
Of course, this quote was referring to the shocking title of the
ways to help market its upcoming show, No Niggers, No Jews, play and emotions it invokes. At the time I made this statement,
No Dogs.
the group was discussing people‘s attitudes toward the use of
Because we are members of the media, and because we the "n—word." And, while | did have a few reservations about the
are one of the media sponsors for this play, Family & use of the title on the cover of this issue, you can see we did it
Friends Managing Editor (and my partner) Anita Moyt and anyway. My statement was made in reference to the fear of retal—
myself were invited to participate in the group. And, if you
iation we might catch from folks just driving down the street and
happened to read the CA article, you know at least I partic— happen to see the cover in one of our outdoor racks. It also was
ipated verbally.
made with concern for the parent who has to explain the word to
The second instance occurred a few days later when I his or her child who happens to see it displayed in a bookstore
received a large envelope in the mail. Tucked inside was a copy or coffeeshop.
of "Dialogue Memphis Changing Minds/Changing Hearts," the
Case in Point #2: The Diversity Team‘s report. "My parents
Leadership Memphis Class of 2004 Diversity Project Team‘s — and grandparents were from the Texas Panhandle. They all used
© report of the Study Circle project | was involved in. For those the ‘n—word‘ ... but I don‘t remember it being used in a derogato—
who missed an earlier column, the focus of the Study Circle was ry manner ... My father hated Memphis because of the overall
race relations.
African—American makeup of the city and liked Mississippi
FIRST REMINDER: Why I stay behind the camera: Right because of what he called a ‘Delta Black‘ ... I never bought into
there on the cover of the report was a picture of me, wearing, of my father‘s racism."
all things, a red shirt, which notably matched the color of my face
While the quote is attributed to a "Study Circle Participant," it
in the picture. Yuck! Note to Self: Stay away from photographers. doesn‘t take a rocket scientist to know it was I who uttered those
Before | get to the second reminder, let me digress a bit.
words at 7:30 a.m. That is unless you don‘t know me very well.
There are many great people, both alive and dead, who have
When I was growing up we had a rule in our house: What is
been immortalized because of something they said. We call said and done in our house stays in our house! Well, it‘s not the
these quotes, and as a reader, we just love to see what others first time I‘ve broken one of my parents‘ rules (and it won‘t be the
have to say about a certain issue.
last, I‘m sure), but I‘m sure my father is turning over in his grave
I, however, will NEVER be remembered for my knowing I‘ve "spilled a family secret."
"quotable quotes." This is a given, which brings me to my
second reminder.
See Over My Shoulder, page 55
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INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER community sums 1973
All editions include a
separate WOMENS section and a
separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section
Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,
bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
index & fast access phone list.
USAICANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states
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organizations, mail order companies, etc.
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Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—112
Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.
http://gayellowpages.com
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Watson
from page 23

The idea is that everything becomes more distorted chronologi—
cally as the show unfolds. It‘s an awesome concept.
F&F: Other than the well—known songs from the show
("This Is The Moment," for example), why should people see
this production?
Watson: Well, the number one reason IS the music. The
music is phenomenal. Most people know this show for the
music. The book, in the past, has gotten a bad rap, but I think
the fault rested with those directors. In the first few—productions,
there were some major directorial problems that put the show in
a bad light. I think it‘s really a character—driven show and the way
we‘ve tried to tackle this thing is by really making the characters
real. Obviously, this is a show about the fight between good and
evil that everyone has inside of them, and this production show—
cases that struggle. I think, if this is done correctly, the audience
will feel for each and every
one of the main characters. It‘s
less about WHAT happens
onstage, the plot, etc. That‘s
all pretty basic. It‘s more about
HOW what happens affects
the characters. And hopefully,
it won‘t be "hokey."
Showtimes for Jekyll & Hyde
through
Thursdays
are
Sundays at 8 p.m., and
Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are
$28 for adults; $18 for seniors;
$16 for students and military
personnel, and $12 for children.
For more information or reser—
vations, call (901) 726—4656.
Family & Friends Magazine
is a proud media sponsor for
Jekyll & Hyde.
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I‘ve been thinking about the ‘80s a couple of
years now. The music wasn‘t so inorganic, as it is
today, saturated with unimpressionable perform—
®
ers. The impression left on me from ‘80s music, regardless if it had
outstanding vocals or not, left you feeling verifiably authentic and
whole. Don‘t get me wrong, music his—
torians know that the performers of the
‘60s set the precedent and stage of
which 1 believe the byproduct of that
stage was cultivated in ‘80s music. A
sort of spectacle emerged where
what‘s old was new again.
Now, what‘s old is old and that‘s a
shame. Truly, it is almost sad to see
so many "stars" singing and remak—
ing other artist‘s songs, using lyrics
without permission, and don‘t get
me started on sampling, because
sometimes I like it and sometimes I
wonder why did the producers of
the CD even bother. Nostalgia has
been overloading my musical expe—
rience giving me a heightened
sense of deja vu.
As consumers, it‘s our needs
that executives have overlooked to
get our hard—earned dollars on
discs that won‘t even be whispered
about in one year, let alone 50. If
you truly love music, not a genre,
but music, as a consumer, step out—
side the corporate advertising cam—
paigns and spend your cash on real
artists, who make real music, who
have a voice, an interest and some—
thing to contribute to entertainment,
your life and the experience of living.
That‘d be my plea as a critic, but as
a consumer, it is ultimately up to you
to decide to leave the candy—apple
wrappers on the shelf or not.
Party Groove: Gay Days
The official Orlando Gay Days
2004 CD
www.centaurmusic.com
(x)
When you have compilations of
various artists thrown together full of
mixing errors and over—stated
sounds, it‘s not a shocker to find out
no one listens to techno. Techno,
perhaps the most hated form of
music genres, has evolved from its
synthesizing elements and compo—
nents from ‘80s new wave. Between
you and me, there is very little differ—
ence, but you‘ll not catch me saying |
like techno, rather, you‘d hear I love
‘80s new wave, or the DJ mixing on
28
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this record is off the chain!
And after listening to Gay Days Orlando, you wouldn‘t bla
me. Fourteen songs, including a nice intro and only a couple G
decent songs, boasts an all—star ensemble from some of my fay
o—fav singers and groups of the ‘80s, including Boy George
Donna Summer, Taylor Dayne and Simply Red. The disc is sup
posed to keep you hot, sweating an
a slave to the dance floor. This C
would be a hit in Europe. Mos
Europeans, except the Queen, Go
Save Her, can and will dance tt
anything, but the release her
statewide leaves me bewildered.
The problem is that the conneg
tions between songs, that is co
mon on techno CDs today, were a]
random beats, jammed and forcefull
interfused. The connections/intros
every song were so long and ba
they could have easily have beef
made into four or five separate, equal
ly terrible tracks. The intro—conneg
m}
tions made me almost lose both
cool and my rhythm, but not enoug|
to lose it like those annoying clul
kids. (What‘s up with them anyway?
Adding vocals, remixed tracks ant
an over—extended hook or chorus
here and there on a track and this
intangible CD is what you get.
There are songs that are quite
good by the artists I mentioned ear
lier, but any devotion you have tg
these stars goes out the windon
with the remake of "Rocket Man.
You know some songs should no
be remade; to do so would be sac
rilegious. The remix of this remake
is horrendous and profane. Unless
. you‘re going to Ibiza or moving
permanently to Orlando, this CD is
not for you.
If you do want to hear some
great techno artists who I admit to lik
ing, try Paul Van Dyke, Orbital, Moby
The Chemical Brothers, Prodigy, The
Queer Eye For Straight Guy CD and
even some of Boy George‘s DJ mi
tapes and, for those seeking tech
no/dance bliss, pick up one of the
gods of the genre, the Pet Shop Boy$
or Depeche Mode. Any of these
artists will more than surpass you!
latent dance craze expectations.

RuPaul
RuPaul Red Hot
(*xxx*x)
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See In The Mix, page 29

In The Mix
from page 28
Queen had a spellbinding lead singer and style. Queens of
the Stone Age, they rock! And now the ghetto fabulous Queen,
RuPaul is back. You should make sure to read up on the diva
extraordinaire in this issue‘s full interview starting on page 12.
Who says good things have to come in small packages?
Establishing a record, tailoring a format and style as uniquely
tweaked as herself, the cultural icon‘s latest effort, RuPaul Red
Hot, has a real connectivity, courtesy of in—your—face humor, per—
sonal attention and respect. No, I don‘t say that to all the
queens, just those with class, skill and who make—you—want—to—
take—a—second—look.
The first track is an uptown dance hit featuring social com—
mentary on the existence of vanity. Not the type of vanity that is
denotatively rude behavior — but a more aware vanity of self that
is connotatively your feelings; your feelings that at a present
moment in time requires your full attention to what you are doing,
whom you‘re doing it for and looking quite well doing it. The lyrics
have their own niche that will have you sweating in no time. If
you don‘t keep dancing while listening to the songs, the CD will
knock you flat.
Ru‘s song, "Coming Out of Hiding," is equally—impressive,
recapping the results of moving on, coming out and projecting
one‘s focused self—determination, which proves to be an intellec—
tually—grounded song. On the flip side of kool daddio, there‘s
"Kinky/Freaky," a quasi—21st century application of the lifestyle
we now know is that of the Down Low (DL) brother after an ener—
getic Queen, brother and any other machismo figure he can get
his spell on to get to "t‘workin it." It seems like more and more
artists are singing about being in or the troubles of this type of
relationship. The track "Love Is Love" is the anthem of the
album. A redemption song that is heart, soul and hearth of the
CD that contains a very important message that is unfortunate—
ly, overlooked in our fast—paced world. At the end of the "RuPaul
Show," Ru would always say something that | think a lot of peo—
ple, when alienated, forget: "Love yourself child, because if you
don‘t love yourself, how in the hell are you going to love some—
body else?"
You might not know it but there is a spectacular remix of
"Looking Good/Feeling Gorgeous" that you can‘t get on the CD.
The single on the CD is nice, as well, but if you‘re looking to
dance and shake your tail feather and work it, order the remix
single also — it‘s worth every dollar. There can only be one
RuPaul. No one could ever truly duplicate her!
Patti LaBelle
Timeless Journey
(***)
"What‘s my name?!!"
"Patti, Patti."
"I said, what‘s my name?!
"Patti. Patti."
Well, my name is actually Wansel, pronounced "one—cell," or
my way, "one—sale," I‘d love to tell you how the Germans say it
but that‘s a whole other column.
Actually, Patti Labelle, Diva and goddess, used to sing and
ask her concert audience what‘s her name when talking about
love. Love rules on her new CD effort, Timeless Journey. There
are quite a few impressive tracks, including "It‘s A New Day" and
"Sometimes Love," both with great musical direction. The track
that just overwhelmingly blew me away was "When You Smile,"

an attractive salsa hit, featuring cameos with Carlos Santana,
and could only be matched by the maestro of Salsa, Mark
Anthony. The vocals are out of this world, just unbelievable. The
track "Unpredictable" features a sample of Nelly Furtado‘s hit
"Turn Off The Light," and, although the same was musical, |
actually would have enjoyed hearing part of Furtado‘s vocals, if
it had been arranged, as well as having her approval for her
vocals to be used.
Patti lays it on you, with a no—holds—barred vocal approach to
all of her tracks and an uncompromising message of kindness,
good spirit and characteristics we‘d expect of a good mother fig—
ure. LaBelle forced me to consider if she had given birth to the
modern age of the great female vocalist with this CD.
There are a precious few songs that | would call a miss due
to the arrangement and untraditional style that some of the pro—
ducers used to make her seem edgy and have attitude. Patti
doesn‘t have to have an edge when she has a voice as elegant
and timeless as her‘s.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman

Antique Warehouse
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901) 323—0600

Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
auntigmem@aol.com
We Do Internet Consignments

If the beer‘s starting to
impair your game ...

Think what it‘ll do to
your driving.

DESIGNATE A DRIVER
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HaveYou Ever Wonneren...
Have you ever wondered ...
* How some pay raises are justified? The city‘s
former finance director, Joseph Lee, earned
$110,000/year. As the new president of MLG&W, he will earn
$215,000/year (which is almost $31,000 more than his pre—
dessor, Herman Morris), despite his total inexperience in running
a utility company.
« Are the Fox and WB networks trying to attract a teenage
female audience or a gay male audience? Watch the blond
hunks on "The O.C.," "One Tree Hill," "Summerland" or
"Northshore" and judge for yourself.
* Who was the great communicator? Some say Ronald W.
Reagan, although | believe gays, the poor and African—
Americans would disagree. He refused to mention the word
"AIDS" in public until his last year in office. He out—debated both
Jimmy Carter (1980) and Walter Mondale (1984) in the televised
pre—election debates. Some historians may even refer to him as
the great master debater.
* Is George straight? Was Marvin gay?
+ What an exit strategy is? If you know, please tell the
President so we can get troops, particularly the reserves and
national guard, out of Iraq without too much more bloodshed and
family devastation.
* Why the artist formerly known as Madonna changed her
name to Esther? The Material Girl thinks she can gain new
energy by adopting a new Biblical name.
+ What medicinal use marijuana has? Studies have shown it
helps glaucoma and AIDS patients. A new study has indicated that
cannabis assists with Attention Deficit Disorder. My question is:
After toking, who pays more attention, the doctor or the patient?
* What GOP means? In the case of the revived energy bill,
which was defeated in the last Congressional session, it means
Gang of Polluters, as one representative alleged.
* Why the price of beef, gasoline, milk, eggs, textbooks, etc.
continues to rise? Local taxes and college tuition also are
increasing. Interest rates are sure to follow.
+ What‘s happening in Washington?
THE GOOD — Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao, in response to
public comments on proposed overtime pay rules, revised the
rules so that first responders, veterans and LPNs, among others,
can receive overtime pay. Anyone making less than
Elected Officials
from page 31
Calling or visiting your senator:
* Plan your call or visit carefully. Keep to the point and discuss
only one issue. Organize your thoughts ahead of time and make
notes to help you stay on track.
* When planning to visit your senator, make an appointment.
Don‘t just drop by your senator‘s office and expect him or her to
drop everything to see you. Call or write for an appointment as
soon as you know when you are going to be at the Capitol.
* Prepare a one—page fact sheet concerning your issue to
give to your senator. This will help him or her better retain
what you present.
(Reprinted from www.legislature.state.tn.us. Of course, these
rules apply to all elected officials, locally, state and national, both
senators and representatives.)
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EDITORIAL BY JIM EAasTER
$23,660/year is automatically eligible for OT pay. The previous
threshold was $8,060/year.
Republican Senator Gordon of Oregon successfully amended
The Department of Defense appropriations bill to prohibit certain
hate crimes against the GLBT community. The vote was 65 to 33.
The 9—11 Commission on June 16 concluded that there was
"no credible evidence" linking Iraq and the Al Qaeda terrorist _
actions of 9—11. Of course the Crawford Cowboy and his side—
kick, Cheeky Cheney, dispute the bipartisan finding.
THE BAD — Secretary of State Colin Powell still complains
about human rights violations of other countries even though the _
world has seen the abuse and torture committed by U.S. soldiers
at Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad. Torture and unmuzzled dogs
violate the Geneva conventions. Talk about a catastrophic cred—
ibility crisis!
Surely our enlisted men and women and officers were trained
better. As H.G. Wells wrote, "The professional military mind is, of
necessity, an inferior and unimaginative mind; no man of high intel—
lectual quality would willingly imprison his gifts in such a calling."
The administration proposes that certain nonservice—connect—
ed disabled veterans pay a $250 annual fee to use V.A. servic—
es; a $15 co—payment for each 30—day supply of medications,
and a $20 co—pay for each outpatient (clinic) visit. Bush also
would virtually eliminate V.A. nursing home care. Many of the
nation‘s 26.4 million vets will be unable to afford needed drugs
or clinic visits and will stop using the V.A., thus endangering their
health. The National Cemeteries will be busier.
Bush‘s unilateral invasion of Iraq had no basis. The burden of
proof of the existence of weapons of mass destruction and ter—
rorism connections has not been met. At least Super Spook, who
helped convince the White House to attack, has resigned. |
guess George Tenet, the former Director of Central Intelligence,
didn‘t believe in his agency‘s motto: "Ye shall know the truth and
it shall make you free."
THE UGLY — The nation‘s top cop, U.S. Attorney General
John Ashcroft‘s, refusal to answer specific, unclassified ques—
tions asked by members of the Senate JudIC|ary Committee. His

arrogance is contemptible.
Senate Republican leadership still will not Iet the minimum
wage bill be voted upon. It would raise the minimum wage to
$7/hour over a period of 26 months, thus enabling a 40—hour per
week employee to earn $14,560/year. The federal poverty level
for a family of four is $18,725/year.
:
Nor will Senate Majority leader Bill Frist of Tennessee allow a
bill to extend unemployment benefits to come up for a vote. The
number of people who have—exhausted their beneﬁtsis the high—
estit‘s been in 30 years:
* What exactly is a wardrobe malfunction? Fifty—eight year
old, and still looking good, Dolly Parton said if she has one, "You
won‘t see a nipple ring ... you‘ll see a hula hoop."
* If women and older people contract HIV/AIDS? You bet they
do! Women account for nearly half of all new cases. Many women
who used birth control pills or devices aren‘t familiar with condoms.
The AIDS rate for people 50 years of age and older increased by
17 percent in 2002. AIDS isn‘t just a disease of young people;
we‘re ‘all at risk: Many older men who use drugs, such as Viagra,
not only have a renewed interest in sex, but also may not use con—
doms. As Canadian grandma and sex advice guru Sue Johanson
says on her hit TV show, "Talk Sex with Sue" on the Oxygen net—
work, "Shroud your moose before you let loose."

TN Senate votes to deny same—sex marriage
On May 19, the Tennessee Senate voted 28—to—1 to pass
HJR990 — an amendment to the Tennessee Constitution that
would deny marriage to same—sex couples — just a week after
the House approved the measure. To become part of the state
constitution, the measure must receive a two—thirds majority vote
in both the House and Senate in 2005 or 2006. The anti—mar—
riage ban would then be voted on by voters in 2006.
"Our state constitution is there to protect the rights of all
Tennesseans," said Barb Neligan, a Human Rights Campaign

board of governor who has been working against the measure.
"The fact that a group of legislators are attempting to use it as a
tool of discrimination is unconscionable. We have our work cut
out for us. At a minimum, every GLBT citizen in Tennessee
needs to contact his or her legislators between now and the next
session and tell them that using the state constitution as a tool
of discrimination is unacceptable."
(Editor‘s Note: See the story below on how to contact your
elected officials.)
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Dear Editor
1 just saw something disturbing and
wanted to share it.
"The:Today Day Show" reported June 16, (that) George Bush
made an appearance at the Southern Baptist Convention endors—
ing their split from the Baptist World Alliance. He was on a big
screen saying he would "do all that it takes to preserve the sancti—
ty of marriage between a man and a woman." It was met by a truly
disturbing eruption of applause. The whole scene was very remi—
niscent of old films of Nazi Germany or a KKK rally where hate—
speak gives angry bigots vindication, reward and momentum. It
was a truly disturbing modern, lynch mob—type environment.
And our President was in the middle of it.
If we have a constitutional separation of church and state,
why is Bush appearing at a Southern Baptist Convention?
No wonder, since his announcement of backing a constitu—
tional amendment against homosexuals, (basically writing dis—
crimination into the constitution), violent crimes against gay
Americans are up ... across the county. After all, when the
President of the United States says it‘s un—American to be gay,
(That‘s what the Southern Baptists are saying, as well — and the
source of the split (with the Baptist World Alliance) ,,,), is it real—
ly a crime to beat or kill some fag? Or (is it) just carrying out the

Lookmg for a back issu
Call (901) 682—2669 .

will of God and Bush, thus doing a civic duty?
Is that Bush‘s indirect message here? Whip a Homo for
Jesus?
}
— Kevin Mitchell
GLBT basketnmteams
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Anyone for a game or twoofroun
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.
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_
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Dear Straight Up,
Recently I met a guy who I am crazy about,
and | truly believe he wants me as much. He is
21 and my perfect physical type, as well as intelligent and
responsible. He is employed with a nice apartment and car
... all of that. He even makes a point to pay for movies and
stuff as much as I do, so he‘s not looking for a "daddy" to
take care of him. He has never had a "serious" long—term
relationship. I would be the first. In fact, | think I am ready
for another serious relationship. I would like it to be for life
because I don‘t take this subject lightly. I don‘t want to get
into the pattern many gay guys have of a series of one—,
three— or five—year relationships. For that I‘d rather just date
or fool around, as | have been. I just remember how | was at
21 and how much I have grown and changed. I keep think—
ing, even if this guy is that much into me, and I believe he
is, he almost certainly will change and grow.
I am a 55 y/o GWM but look about age 30. I am very young
inside, as well, and I take care of myself physically and men—
tally, but I do have the experience of a 40—year old, including
several failed relationships along the way. When he‘s 40, I‘ll
be almost 74. What do you think about this? Am I stupid for
thinking this might work or is it possible that a lifetime com—
mitment can be made between a 21— and 55—year old gay
couple? How long should we wait before living together or
taking the plunge?
— Rocking the Cradle

BY J. SHANE WILSON, ms, Neo, Lrcc
age abyss is almost sinful. However, enjoy the relationship you
have, let it be a little intermission in your life, but don‘t think it‘s
going to be a forever kind of thing. Twenty—one year olds change
so much, as you noted, and they also have so much energy.
It sounds like you understand the arithmetic — in 20 years,
you‘ll be 75 and he‘ll be 41 (Now there‘s a visual!). He‘ll still be
looking good and you‘ll be sagging — no matter how well pre—
served you are. Everyone I‘ve ever heard who‘s in love with a
much younger person — straight or gay — describes their much
younger lover as "oh so mature" for their age.
Wait until you‘ve known each other at least a year before
you move in together, and then another couple of years before
you commit. I really think the long—term odds for this relation—
ship are terrible, but, of course, they‘re not zero. Just because
a relationships doesn‘t last forever, doesn‘t mean it isn‘t valu—
able. Practice safe sex, and let me know if you‘re still together
when you begin receiving Social Security benefits and I‘ll take
back everything I said.
J. Shane Wilson has a master‘s degree in the counseling field
from The University of Memphis. He presently is a Licensed
Professional Counselor residing in Houston, Texas. The opinions
expressed are not necessarily those of the magazine. For serious
problems, seek professional help. Send questions to Family &
Friends, PO. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948, or email
them to FamilyMag@aol.com.

Dear Rocky,
Stupid ... I don‘t know. Obsessed, yes! Is this true love? I
hardly doubt it. Will it last? It has as much chance of lasting as
Frosty would in hell. It would be a miracle if this became a life—
long relationship.
A 21—year old is no match for a 55—year old, even one who
looks 21. His experiences in life are so different, and the 34—year
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NEWS 8: EVFMS
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

Now through Oct. 31, "Skulls and Skeletons," a new interac—
tive, traveling exhibit that explores the fascinating world of skele—
tons and their adaptations, is being presented by The Memphis
Pink Palace Museum, located at 3050 Central Ave.
The exhibit includes dinosaur and prehistoric skeletons and
skulls to present—day skeletons. A museum lab illustrating how
skeletal evidence can identify age, sex, race, diseases, etc. also
is part of this new exhibit.
In addition, a 73 million—year—old mosasaur skull, found at the
Museum‘s Coon Creek Science Center, in McNairy County
Tenn., which has been painstakingly reconstructed during the per—like hands and feet and a long slim body. Its food of prefer—
past several years, will be debuted. This marine lizard, related to ence was the animals of the sea.
the modern—day monitor lizard, had a large head, short legs, flip—
Hours for "Skulls and Skeletons" are Monday through
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 9
p.m., and Sunday, noon to 6 p.m. Admission is $8 for adults:;
$7.50 for seniors, and $5.50 for children.
MAKE PLANS
For more information and tickets, call (901) 320—6362.
MAKE IT A DAY
Bone Facts
Did you know ... ?
* You are taller in the morning than at night. At night the
200 Visit the Zoo
disks that separate your vertebrae in your spine swell up with
water. During the day, gravity and physical activity squeeze
the water out.
* A baby is born with more than 270 bones. The bones fuse
CMOM to host science
to form the adult body of 206 main bones.
* It‘s called the "Funny Bone" because it‘s humerus!
« A newborn is not able to stand up, even if they knew how to,
workshop with ‘Lab Rat
because the bones at birth are like rubber until they start absorb—
The Children‘s Museum of
, the "Lab ing calcium and other minerals.
Memphis, 2525 Central
* Bones not only manufacture red blood cells, they also store
Brat" was
Avenue, premieres a new (
inspired by useful minerals.
science workshop, "Lab &
a question
Brats," July 10. The
$
, from Kayla, 9:
new program is
"Is there water
full of wacky, fun
on other planets?"
and random sci—
Her question will be seru—
ence stuff led by the muse— tinized as those lab brats in
um‘s own "Lab Rat," a science attendance examine, "Is There
educator who knows how to Water on Zork?" as they are.
make science exciting.
offered a clear liquid from a
The workshop is for chil— Zorkian and will perform
dren ages six to nine years experiments on the liquid to
old and will take place the decide if it‘s safe to drink.
second Saturday of each
The next "Lab Brats" will
month at 2 p.m.
take place on Saturday, Aug.
"Lab Brat‘ will ponder 14, at 2 p.m., and is entitled
intriguing science questions "Why do We Have Hair?"
asked by real kids," said Cecilia
"Lab Brats" requires each
Palazola, CMOM education child to have one adult partner.
director. "Kids and their families Admission is $8; the fee
will be able to engage in hands— admits one child and one adult
on explorations, investigate sci— partner — museum admission
entific inscrutabilities and probe is not included. Reservations
fascinating problems."
are required by calling (901)
The first topic explored by 458—2678.
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soothing,
comfortable treatment is our |
business. Best of all ... we do
it with a soft, gentle touch.
Providing you with

Painful teeth,
swollen gums,

unsightly stains and
bad breath ...
These are messages
from your teeth
—
which say,
"WE NEED HELP!"

Make your teeth feel

good again!
Call for an appointment
today. We‘ll listen.
We are a young and
growing dental practice
which prides itself on
fairness and open—mindedness.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

79 North Cooper St. (between Madison & Poplar) Memphis, TN 38104
**=:(901)

685—5008

*
MID—SOUTH
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Pussmumnsnur PETS sy Karis HiestaND
There was no pet column last month, and I do
apologize for not getting one written.
Unfortunately | was dealing with a part of veteri—
nary medicine that is often difficult, but I was doing it as an
owner, not as a technician.
Gretchen, my beloved terrier, who had been fairly healthy
during the four years | was blessed to share with her, became
suddenly il with no definitive diagnosis available. After two
weeks of treating symptoms and losing a lot of sleep, I made the
decision to let her go. I want to share her story with you now, for
two very different reasons. One, perhaps some of you may find
something here helpful for you when you are one day faced with
similar circumstances or decisions. Two, | do this for myself,
hoping that in sharing her story | will be able to deal just a little
better with the grief I now face.
I do not know how old Gretchen was, and | know nothing of
the first years of herlife. She was brought into the clinic by one
of our clients who had found her wandering the neighborhood.
This client put an ad in the paper and posted flyers, hoping to
locate her owner(s). No one ever claimed her though, and she
ended up winning over my heart and so came home to live with
me. We estimated her age at that time to be about 10 years.
Gretchen was an amazing canine friend. Within no time at
all, she had settled in and I could not remember what it was like
not having her in my life. She loved people; she never met a
stranger and fully expected everyone to give her a pat. | took
her absolutely everywhere with me that 1 could. She went to
work with me every day; went with me to get my hair cut, and
always rode around with me when | was running errands.
Friends knew that if | was coming over, Gretchen would be
there, too. The only place | was never really able to take her
was school; she hated the mornings I put on regular clothes and
not scrubs. She was a part of pretty much every aspect of my
life; if you saw one of us, the other one was surely around, too.
I could not have asked for a better source of love and compan—
Katie and Gretchen ... Gretchen, inset
ionship than what she gave to me.
On April 25, about 10 o‘clock that Sunday night, Gretchen
which she recovered without drugs.
had a seizure. To my knowledge this was the first one she had fromThen
on May 7, she became suddenly very weak. It was a
that she would Friday afternoon,
ever had. 1 sat with her and held her, hoping
we were at the clinic as usual. One of our
only lasted about a minute, doctors examinedand
come on out of it. While the tremors
her
immediately, did a quick blood check and
Emergency
Animal
the
to
went
we
so
and
she remained rigid,
that her potassium level was extremely high. She
finally relaxed and determined
Center. With the help of some Valium, shenormal.
her on fluids and gave her medicine to bring down the value.
assumed put
slept. Blood work and x—rays appearedstroke, andWeI hoped
|
ended
up taking her to the emergency center again for the night
that
a
with
that we were probably dealing
so that she could remain on fluids (I probably could have tried it
would be the end of it.
at home but knew that she would not rest in one place there,
a second seizure the which
Unfortunately, it wasn‘t. Gretchen had
be a problem.), *
the
than
minor
more
was
following Thursday, although this oneclinic, immediately gave her Thewould
following morning when I picked her up, she was defi—
previous one. We were still at the she had the munchies for nitely stronger,
not herself. We went to the clinic and ran
some Valium, and it passed (although to put her on drug ther— some more bloodbut work;
several values were either
quite a while!). At this point we decidedstarted with a higher dose high or low, but no specificsuddenly
disease
could account for it. About
We
seizures.
the
control
to
try
apy to
that morning, she had another seizure, this time extreme—
to reduce it until we ly9:30severe.
than what should be needed, and plannedGretchen
Valium controlled it, leaving her partially sedated. I
was still very — sat down with
found the appropriate dose. At this point,
one of the doctors and had a long talk. Although
in
be
to
seemed
and
herlife
enjoyed
still
knew,
I
dog
the
much
neither one of us wanted to admit it, we both knew what was
no way suffering. | maintained hope that we would be able to probably
going on. We expect that Gretchen had a tumor in the
manage this condition.
frontal
portion
of her brain, perhaps associated with the pituitary
okay.
be
to
seemed
she
week,
next
the
of
course
Over the
the Valium, but other— gland. This would explain all of the events of the past two
She was a bit unsteady on her feethadduetwotovery
minor "episodes,"
wise was holding her own. She
See Passionate About Pets, page 45
of disorientation
periods
brief
like
more
really,
not even seizures
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Me CEruffs
Pet

YCare

We love them when you
have to leave them.
Pet Care for All Your Pets.
Care for Dogs, Cats,
Fish, Ferrets...
Dog walking services also
available for those who work
long hours during the day.

247 South Cooper ® Memphis
(901) 276—4041
www.Consumerist.com/180280

Elleen Castine
901—725—9216
mwnruy.mrscruff.net
Member ofPet Sitters International
Bonded and Insured

Make your family complete
with a new best friend.
Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.
They are looking for a home with the care and understanding
that you can provide.
Bring a new friend into your family. You‘ll be surprised
at the loyalty and love they‘ll bring into yourlife.
Meet with an adoption counselor today and discover
Memphis Shelby County Humane Society
2238 Central Ave — Memphis, TN 38104
Hours: 11 am — 5 pm ~ M—S / 901—276—1753
Pet Waqgin’, mobile pet adoption van available for events,

festivals & gatherings. Call Lauren at 901—276—7770
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RiENDs For

17TH ANNUAL AUCTI

Literally hundreds of people attended the Friends For Life Sizzlin‘ Summer Auction
Party, 17th Annual Auction Against AIDS, held June 27, at the Memphis Botanic
Garden‘s Hardin Hall. ABOVE: Master Auctioneer Tom Prestigiacomo, center,
takes bids from the audience during one of the live auctions. Auction Committee
Chair Paul Kelly, who also serves on the Friends For Life Board of Directors, is
seated at right. LEFT: Tennessee State Senator Steve Cohen also took a few
moments from his busy schedule to stop by the auction and speak to the crowd.

2093 Madison Ave.
@ Overton Square
se
modern home
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Friends Forlife
HERE

KITTY,

Would Like to Thank the Following Folks:
*+ All Those Who Attended the
17th ANNUAL AUCTION AGAINST AIDS
* Ail Those Who Bid & Purchased Items
During the Auctions
+ All Those Who Volunteered Their Time & Talents
To Make The Auction a Success!
* THE AUCTION SPONSORS
The Dabney Nursery + The White Gardenia
Mid—South Mortuary Services «» RP Tracks
Bradford W. Collier Interior Design » Agouron Pharmaceutical
Statscript Pharmacy « Carlson Wagontit—Garner Travel

KITTY,

FEMALE

KITTY!

FULL

BODY

WAXING AVAILABLE

;

* THE AUCTION COMMITTEE
Kym Clark (Chair) « Paul Kelly (Co—Chair) » Leslie Boone » Tena Crump
Debbie Depew + Donna Driscoll + Nancy Fletcher + Sandy Hall
Jinna Longsworth » Richard Montal¥o + Diane Ragsdale + Anne Sommer
Dan Vaccarto + Butch Valentine « Dennie Wade
with special thanks to Jim Swift & Larry Timmerman
* THE AUCTIONEERS
Kym Clark & Tom Prestigiacomeo
* THE ENTERTAINERS
Jackie Johnson & The Volley Girlz (special guests)
* The FRIENDS FOR LIFE Board of Directors

It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition
of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
political orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too and
we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!

961 Getwell Road
near Park & Getwell
9:30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship
901—327—8479
www.prescottchurch.org

HI GORreEous
Nig
INNOVATIVE HAIR DESIGN
1475 MADISON @ McNEIL
90 1 —726—5 1 5 1
WALK—INS WELCOME
goPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
HIGBRGEDUSINC@ADL.BDM
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SATURDAY, JULY 3
SUNDAY, JULY 4

SUNDAY AFTERNOON POOL TOURNAMENT
WITH RON starts at 1 p.m.
Advance sign—up REQUIRED

WATCH OUT! CONSTRUCTION continues

5

at LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK

°

>
as we strive

most fun bar
to make it the safest,
in all of MEMPHIS!

DRIVER!
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Quote / Unouote

sy Rex WocKkner

"I used to be a diva, okay?
But now that the term is so loose—
ly used, I don‘t want to be a diva.
... It used to mean ‘grand.‘ Getting a show done
_ and doing it well without tracks or tapes or a lot
of props on the stage and a lot of distractions.
That‘s my definition of a diva; you can just do a
show with a mike. ... My thoughts on being a
diva are not being a little, sexy, beautiful girl with no voice."
— Patti LaBelle to the Palm Springs gay magazine The
Bottom Line, May 14.
"Ever since I had a crush on Lee Majors on the cover of
Dynamite magazine in the spring of 1974, | thought, ‘Hmmm ...
I think I‘m different than the other boys.‘ I would get on the school
bus and everyone would say, ‘Good morning, Lovey Howell,‘
because I would dress nice. | was blonde and quite striking —
always a fashion pioneer."
— "Queer Eye for the Straight Guy‘s" Carson Kressley
to the Dallas Voice, May 28. Lovey Howell was the wife of
millionaire Thurston Howell III on the 1960s sitcom
"Gilligan‘s Island."
"My first great love was a woman. It was in high school, and
I was at the tender age of 18. At that age, of course, our feelings
are very raw and intense. | fell head—over—heels, helplessly in
love with a teacher of mine. ... She did not want to have anything
to do with me."
— "Queer As Folk" actress Thea Gill (Lindsay) to
Chicago‘s Windy City Times, May 12.
"Please remove from mailing list immediately."
— President Bush‘s AIDS scar, Dr. Tom Coburn, in a fax
to Poz magazine after it celebrated its 10th anniversary this
month with a cover photo of 80 nude HIV—positive people.
"I‘ve met Chelsea Clinton — at a gay club in London called
Heaven. I saw her dancing around, and actually, we traded num—
bers. I was going to invite her to Taboo in London, but she never
answered my calls. So, she‘s a bitch."
— Boy George to the Dallas Voice, April 30.
"In 2004, a statement implying that an individual is a homo—
sexual is hardly capable of a defamatory meaning. ... In fact, a
finding that such a statement is defamatory requires this Court
to legitimize the prejudice and bigotry that for too long have
plagued the homosexual community."
— U.S. District Judge Nancy Gertner on May 29, dis—
missing a lawsuit filed by a former bodyguard and
boyfriend of Madonna, James Albright, who claimed a pho—
tograph in a book and two publications was defamatory
because it misidenitifed him as gay.
"I didn‘t wear anything underneath (the
toga). Just like the Greeks in ancient times,
who wore no underwear. I guess you could
say they were freeballing. But when you think
about it, it‘s a bit odd, because everything —
your face, chest and arms — are protected
with this heavy armor, yet your vitals are

hanging in the wind. That‘s a kill shot, to me. I don‘t understand
that. A lot more soldiers would have died if they had thought
about that, I‘m sure."
— Brad Pitt on the making of his new film Troy, to the
Rehoboth Beach, Del., gay magazine exp, May 21.
"If (having sexual experiences with a female friend in
my 20s) was lovely, I loved it, and while there‘s part of me
that deeply wishes | was hardcore homosexual, unfortu—
nately | feel I am deep down heterosexual. | really think
(gay experimentation is) a rite of passage, and | highly rec—
ommend it to anybody who‘s pre—life—long commitment.
Wouldn‘t this planet be a different place if all fraternities
and macho communities were required to experiment with
their sexuality? | think it would be really great; it should be
like required reading."
— Singer/songwriter Alanis Morissette to the Miami gay
newspaper The Weekly News, May 27.
"The End of Civilization has proven to be the biggest, most
over—hyped disappointment since the Y2K bug. No rapture, no
floods, no earthquakes, no locusts. (Cicadas do not count.) The
firstborn of every family did not die, nor did God strike
Massachusetts off the map with an almighty thunderbolt. The
weather, from what I could gather, seemed unseasonably pleas—
ant all the way to Provincetown, as thousands of gay and lesbian
couples wed across the Bay State."
— Syndicated gay columnist Michelangelo Signorile,
May 26.
"Creating a network specifically for the LGBT community is
something we‘ve wanted to do for a long, long time, and it‘s an
idea we feel is overdue. Despite our nation‘s progress on civil
rights and the growing visibility of gay people in business, soci—
ety and even in television programming — what has been miss—
ing is a full—time home for this important and influential audience
on television."
— Tom Freston, chairman and CEO of MTV Networks,
announcing on May 25 that "LOGO," a new cable television
network targeted at lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
viewers," will debut on Feb. 17, 2005.
"I‘m sick and tired of being told I have to pretend HIV/AIDS
isn‘t an illness or a disease, and that the virus itself isn‘t, in
fact, a biohazard, to make guys who have HIV feel better. (I
am) sick and tired of HIV—negative guys who act like they‘re
entitled to risk—free, unprotected sex, as no such thing exists.
On the other hand, I‘m sick and tired of HIV—positive guys who
think that their sero—status shouldn‘t have any impact whatso—
ever on their sex lives. I‘m sick and tired of HIV—positive guys
acting like an HIV—negative guy‘s fear of becoming infected is
somehow unreasonable."
— Syndicated advice columnist Dan Savage writing at
PlanetOut.com, June 4.
Quotes compiled by Rex Wockner, who has reported news for the
gay press since 1985. His work has appeared in more than 200 gay
publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake University, started
his career as a radio reporter and has written extensively for the main—
stream media, as well.
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The Circuit
production
Shakespeare‘s R & J has already received some of the best
press of this theater season. Critics and audiences alike are
cheering this new production. In fact, director Dave Landis is
getting some of the best revrews of his already impressive

Memphis career.
Family & Friends spoke to Landis hours before his big open—
ing night about his work and his personal life.
F&F: In a nutshell, how would you describe the premise of
Shakespeare‘s R & J?
Landis: It‘s basically about four young boys who live in a very
repressive, restrictive Catholic boarding school where they‘re
taught, "this is the way life is ... this is the way relationships are
supposed to be ... this is what a man is supposed to be ... this is
what a woman is supposed to be, etc." These are lessons that
have been ingrained into them without anyone ever questioning
if they are "right or wrong." It‘s a life devoid of poetry and, a la
The Dead Poet‘s Society, they go off into the woods and start
exploring Romeo and Juliet behind the backs of the school
authorities. Throughout the course of the show, they start mak—
ing discoveries about who they are and what they truly believe
and they discover that the boundaries of love are far beyond
what society has led them to believe.
F&F: Wow, that‘s a very eloquent explanation. You‘ve obvr—

ously rehearsed that ...
Landis: The story is really about the boys and how the poetry
affects them, as well as their relationships with each other, includ—
ing the relationships they didn‘t even know might have existed.
F&F: Is there a homoerotic theme here?
Landis: Well, that‘s interesting because the playwright says
he doesn‘t want it to be a "gay play," but there‘s definitely homo—
erotic overtones which he doesn‘t want us to ignore, as well as
homophobia in the play. There are many feelings that are dis—
covered by the boys, both positive and negative, and the show
is about how the students deal with that through the course of

taught it‘s wrong, Lut
why does it feel okay to do it?"
F&F: So, as the director, do you believe some of the boys are
actually in love with each other?
Landis: That‘s one of the questions | really hope the audi—
ence asks because | don‘t want to answer any questions for
them. As a director, | want to ask them. It‘s one of the things
that these actors have been exploring about their characters in
the play‘s actions, which all occur in one night. It leaves the
audience wondering what‘s going to happen when these boys
go back to school the next day. That‘s how the show ends —
without a clear resolution as to whether their lives are actually
changed forever, except for the fact that maybe they‘re going
.

to start thinking for themselves, ‘instead

of

believing everything they‘ve been taught with—
out question.

_

&

F&F: Since there is no clear—cut resolution,
what do you most hope the audiences leave
the theater feeling?
Landis: One of the thirigs that I wrote in my
director‘s notes is that, "One often assumes
that the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet is that
young lovers commit acts of lifé—ending vio—
lence in order to be together, but perhaps the
real

tragedy

is

when

individuals

are

not

allowed to learn and explore for themselves;
when students are denied the opportunity to
challenge

and

formulate

their

own

sets

of

ideals and values; when dreamers are forbid—
den to dream." That‘s the struggle for these
boys:

Do they

believe what they‘ve always

been taught, or do they start thinking for them—
selves? Where do they go from here?
F&F: Switching gears a little bit. Let‘s talk

The four

lead characters in Shakespeare‘s R&J
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See Front Row, page 43
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Front Row
frompage 42
about how Dave Landis can direct (Love, Valor, Compassion,
Ragtime, Hair) all these shows AND perform in just as many
(The Wizard of Oz, Amadeus, Art) year after year without suffer—
ing major burnout? (Dave Landis has directed or performed in
more than 75 shows during the past few years.)
Landis: (Laughing) Who said I‘m not burned out? Who‘s
spreading that rumor?
F&F: Seriously, as a director myself, 1 can only muster
enough creativity for maybe one or two shows a year. How do
you keep this creativity level up so high?
Landis: | just try and pace myself as much as possible. 1
have one week off before | start rehearsals to direct Nine. Then
I have one day off before | go into rehearsals for A Man of No
Importance after that.
F&F: If I were you, I‘d feel completely tapped out creatively.
Landis: | know exactly how you feel. | think because it‘s
my full—time job, it makes me have to dig deeper to try and
find this stuff within myself. Every play | do, I force myself
to find at least one thing about the show that really speaks
to me. That‘s what kind of keeps me going. There have
been shows that I‘ve turned down because they don‘t
speak to me. It obviously speaks to someone, or it wouldn‘t
have been written, so we‘ll try and find that person that it
also speaks to. Also, if you find the right cast, it makes my
job a lot easier as far as always having to come up with
ideas. For example, with this cast, it‘s perfectly cast, so I
hardly have to do any of the work. In fact, they‘ve helped
fuel my energy.
F&F: What about energy for a personal life? By the way, are
you openly gay?
Landis: Yes.
F&F: How does this work schedule afford a personal life?
Landis: (Laughing) Okay, we won‘t even talk about that!
F&F: Well, this might be your chance to hang your "For Rent"
or "For Sale" sign out there in this article ...
Landis: Well, honestly, I‘m not necessarily looking. It‘s one of
those things where I‘ve always been a workaholic and, for good
or for bad, I‘m very married to my work and my art. I always have
been. Even before I knew what my sexual preferences were, I‘ve
always been that kind of person. That‘s not to say that if some—
one came along that wanted to be a part of that ... but, for me,
work always comes first. I‘ve tried to make this arrangement a
good thing for myself.
F&F: In conclusion, anything else we need to know about
Shakespeare‘s R & J?
Landis: | think the Memphis gay and lesbian audience would
enjoy this, not just because there‘s boys kissing onstage, but
because it does address the aspect of, "We‘ve all been there
before" where we‘ve been told, "This is right. This is wrong, You
need to do this and look at life this way." And here are these four
guys going, "But wait, we want to make decisions for ourselves."
You know, we‘ve all been there. Whether it‘s gay rights or civil
rights or whatever rights. It‘s the right to want to dream and
everyone can relate to that.
Showtimes for Shakespeare‘s R & J are Thursdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $20 for
adults; $18 for seniors; $16 for students and military personnel,
and $12 for children.
The Circuit Playhouse is located at 1705 Poplar Avenue. For
more information or reservations, call (901) 726—4656.

SUNDAY

AUGUST 29

COLISEUM

10 p.m. Showtime

Pick up application
and information at
Backstreet Memphis
or Metro Memphis
or go online to
www.backstreetmemphis.com
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On Stace Now

Turatrr HapprEnincs ‘Rounp Town

Quills planned at TheatreWorks
Quills, the arthouse mix of real life and fiction centering
around the Marquis de Sade, a French author whose sexual fan—
tasies are his sole remaining defense against repression and
hypocrisy, will be staged as part of the POTS@TheWorks series,
July 9 through Aug. 1, at Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe Avenue.
Kyle Barnette stars as the Marquis de Sade; John Maness,
Courtney Oliver, Brian Mott, Reuben Joseph Tapp and Joanna
Lipman round out the cast. Showtimes are Thursdays through
Sundays at 8 p.m. Tickets are $19 each. The Pay—What—You Can

TENNESSEE DISABILITY INFORMATION &
REFERRAL OFFICE
6.
John E Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University
(615) 322—8529 (Voice) * (800) 640—INFO (4636)
(615) 343—2958 (TDD) « (800) 273—9595 (TDD)
E—mail: carole. moore—slater@vanderbilt.edu
Website: http:/www.vanderbilt.edu/kennedy/findse.html

Performance is set for July 15 at 8 p.m. For reservations or more
information, call (901) 726—4656 or go online to www.playhouse—
onthesquare.org.

Based on Charles Dickens‘ unforgettable tale of the young
orphan Oliver Twist, the Broadway musical Oliver! will take the
stage at The Orpheum Theatre, 203 South Main, July 6 to 11.
Oliver! brings to life some of Dickens‘ greatest characters and
some of the musical theater‘s most memorable songs, including
"Food Glorious Food," "Consider Yourself," "Where is Love?,"
"You‘ve Got to Pick—a—Pocket or Two" and "I‘d Do Anything."
Tickets range from $10 to $60. Showtimes are Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday at 7:30 p.m.; Friday at 8 p.m.;
Saturday at 2 and 8 p.m., and Sunday at 1:30 and 7 p.m. For
more information or tickets, call the Orpheum Box Office at (901)
525—3000.

Phone:

This office provides information about disability supports and
community services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN.

Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins Extended, will present
"Broadway by Request" July 15 to 25 on its Lohrey Stage. This
all new musical review was created and is directed by Bennett
Wood with musical direction by Gary Beard. Showtimes are
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.; Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and
Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets are $25 for adults; $12 for youth ages
13 to 18 and students with valid college ID, and $8 for children,
ages 12 and under. For more information or reservations, call
(901) 682—8323.
Joyce Cobh reprises role at TM
Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins Extended, will present an
encore presentation of Lady Day at Emerson‘s Bar & Grill, star—
ring Joyce Cobb, July 29 to Aug. 8. Showtimes are Thursdays at
7:30 p.m.; Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 2
p.m. Tickets are $20 for adults, and $12 for youth, ages 12 to 18,
and students with valid college ID. For more information or
reservations, call (901) 682—8323.
Audition Notice

L_
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Auditions for Peter Pan, directed by Dave Landis, are set for
Saturday, July 24, at Playhouse on the Square, 51 South
Cooper.
This magical children‘s classic follows the escapades of the
lost boys in Neverland. Peter Pan will be performed at
Playhouse on the Square from Nov. 5 through Jan. 9, 2005.
Twenty children, ages seven;to 14 are needed. Children audi—
tioningneed to learn a song from the show and come dressed
appropriately for a minor movement audition. All children MUST
be prepared to miss school some of the days for weekday mati—
nees during the run. Children will be double—cast, 10 in each
cast, and the casts will alternate six performances a week.
Although there will be no formal audition for adults, as the
— majority of roles have been filled, Director Landis will contact
interested actors personally if he needs any other adult roles
filled. Adults must be available for weekday matinee perform—
ances. Those intérested should drop off a headshot and resume
ONLY at the POTS offices anytime before July 24.
For more information, call Courtney Oliver at (901) 725—0776
or email her at courtney@playhouseonthesquare.org.

Passionate About Pets
from page 36
weeks. An MRI might give us a definite answer, but it would pro—
vide no solution, and at a cost of at least $800. I simply could
not justify it.
I knew what had to be done. Prior to the day before, Gretchen
had continued to enjoy a good quality of life. During the last 24
hours her condition had plummeted, and we felt the chance of
her regaining some quality of life was very unlikely.
Unfortunately, if we tried to keep her going she would have had
to remain sedated in an attempt to prevent more seizures, and
there would have been no happiness in that for either of us.
Therefore, | made the decision to let her go. At 10:30 a.m. she
died in my arms.
The decision was surprisingly easy for me to make.
Throughout the whole ordeal | had promised Gretchen that I
would not let her suffer. We had almost two weeks together after
the initial seizure, for which I am extremely grateful, and during
that time she was happy. That last morning at the clinic, I knew
that it would be unfair to her to try and keep her around. I made
the only decision that I could to uphold my promise to her.
Since that day, | have had an extremely difficult time dealing
with Gretchen‘s passing. | wish that I could give you some vet—
erinary wisdom that would help to ease the pain, but I don‘t know
of any. It‘s a mourning process just like any other, and it just
takes time. | know that eventually the pain will ease up, and
someday | will be ready to take another dog into my life and into
my heart. But | will not rush that move. For now I just try to focus
on the happy memories (more than often easier said than done)

and be thankful for the time we shared together.
As pet owners, we will all be faced with this scenario at one
point or another. | will give you this bit of advice. Talk to your vet
or other knowledgeable clinic staff so that you understand, as
well as possible, what is going on with your pet. Consider all of
the options, and go with what seems the best for you and your‘s.
Do not feel guilty if financial concerns play a part in your deci—
sion; that is simply a reality most of us live with. Finally, believe
that we are truly blessed in veterinary medicine to be able to
relieve suffering; | am certain that Gretchen would have had me
do exactly as I did. She really was the one in charge, you know.
(This column is dedicated in loving memory to Gretchen
Hiestand; we should all be so blessed as to have a companion
like her.)
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Join Our Free VIP Buyer Program At

www.MemphisHotNewListings.com

THURSDAY THEME NIGHTS THIS SUMMER!
Win $50 for best
GHETTO FABULOUS outfit!
Come PIMPED OUT AND

THUGGED oUT! Contest EO T

CHICKEN & BEER SPECIALS
from 7 pm to 11 pm!
Hottest Hip—Hop and R&B until 11 pm
Sponsored by Family & Friends Magazine and TarBaby Product
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Memouis Bar & Tuenter Guibe

Backstreet Memphis
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522
Crossroads
1278 Jefferson
(901) 276—8078
Crossroads 2
111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—1882
J—Wags
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909
The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—4313
Lorenz/Aftershock
1528 MadisonAvenue
(901) 274—8272

_

Printer‘sAlley
Flame
7 Madison
1588 MadisonAvenue
322 S. Cleveland A
(901) 278—9839
(901) 725—9809
Metro Memphis
1349Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010
Allusions (inset)
3204 North Thomas
(901) 357—8383
One More
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE
The Pumping Station
1382 PoplarAvenue
(901) 272—7600
GLBT Retailers
Paragon
¥ INZ & OUTZ Cards & Gifts
2865 Walnut Grove Rd.
553 South Cooper
(901) 320—0026
(901) 728—6535

Circuit Playhouse
1705 PoplarAvenue
(901) 726—4656
Emerald Theatre Company
2085 MonroeAvenue
(901) 722—9302
Malco‘sStudioontheSquare
2105 CourtAvenue
Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020
Playhouse on the Square
51 South Cooper
(901) 726—4656
NOT ON MAP
The Orpheum
203 South Main Street
(901) 525—3000
Theatre Memphis
630 Perkins Extended
(901) 682—8323
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AREA RESTAURANTS

BARI Southeaster Italian
22 S. Cooper
(901) 722—2244

Grill n‘ Bar
326 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

Young Avenue Deli

Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place
(901) 272—0022

Melange
948 S. Cooper
(901) 276—0002

Zinnie‘s East

The Brushmark
1934 Poplar (in the Brooks)
(901) 544—6225

Molly‘s La Casita
2006 Madison Avenue
(901) 726—1873

2149 Young Avenue

Buns On The Run
2150 Elzey Avenue
(901) 278—BUNS

One Love Cafe
2158 Central Avenue
(901) 722—7878

and Gallery

(901) 278—0034

Pancho‘s Mexican Restaurant
* 717 N. Whitestation

1718 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—7101

Rose

(901) 327—1471
Cafe

2670 Union Extended
(901) 323—1196

One More Bar & Grill
2117 Peabody
(901) 278—MORE

RP Tracks
3547 Walker Street

(901) 276—7437
Audrey

(901) 685—5404
* 87 S. Second Street
(901) 522—0011

Pie In The Sky Pizza

Suite 100

Cafe Ole
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504

NOT ON MAP

2119 Young Avenue

SsoGo
1255 Goodman Road
Horn Lake, MS
(662) 349—6565
Twain‘s
inside Sam‘s Town Tunica
(800) 456—0711

CENTRAL AVE,

Map is not to scale
Not all streets are shown
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237 South Cooper
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BOGIE‘S

DELICATESSEN
2098 LaSalle
Memphis, TN 38104
(901)

272-0022

Featuring Boar‘s Head meats & cheeses

7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday — Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday

Looking for Mexico in Memphis?

chos

Fuir~—Service Restaurants
East « 717 N. White Station (901—685—5404)
Downtown « 87 S. Second Street (901—522—0011)
West Memphis « 3600 E. Broadway (870—735—6466)
QuicKk—Senve Restaurant
East e 2841 S. Perkins Road (901—363—8118)
Aur Restaurants Open at 11 a.m. Dany
50 FAMILY & friends Jury 2004

cheese sticks for an
appetizer and four of
their specialty pizzas —
Moon Pie, Star Pie, Sun
Pie
and
Bluto‘s
Revenge.
The cheese sticks
were not the fried cheese
sticks you might expect,
but instead just pizza
crust with melted moz—
zarella. It was palatable,
but not anything special
to write home about.
The Moon Pie is
topped with garlic, moz—

Pie In The Sky (Downtown) _
— 116 S. Front St. + 901—523—9121
Price/Cost: Reasanable 58-3510 per
person (with no beer)
_
Dining Style: Casual
Cuisine: Pizza, Sandwiches, Salads
Service: Excellent
.
.
Quality of Food: Good .
Hours: Monday through Friday, 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. (unch) and 5 to 10
p.m. (dinner) ® Saturday, noon to 10
p.m. (lunchanddin
Delivery: $15 minimum with delivery
availableto: Downtown area/Mud
Island/ Harbortown/South Bluffs .
Liquor: beer only

zarella, tomatoes, arti—
choke hearts, red onions, Kalamata olives and pesto sauce. If
you like artichokes this is definitely a pizza you should try.
The Star Pie has toppings consisting of chicken, mushrooms,
red onions, garlic, mozzarella and red sauce. This was one of
our favorites; with a healthy topping of chicken and just enough
sauce to where the sauce was flavorful but not overpowering.
The Sun Pie‘s toppings consists of garlic, mozzarella, egg—
plant, fresh spinach, goat cheese, tomatoes and pesto sauce.

Spm ill

(Mice HINGS TO DOAROUND TOWN

The Memphis Brooks Museum of Art‘s docents have an
opportunity to gain in—depth knowledge about art and history and
interact with a wide variety of visitors, from school children to
international tourists. No experience is required and free docent
training is provided by the museum. Docent training begins in
late August. For more information or to become a docent, call
Patti Ellis at (901) 544—6244.
Learn about the heavens
Familiarize yourself with the night sky during "Starlit Nights,"
now through Sept. 12, at the Sharpe Planetarium, located in the
Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue. During
the program, learn to identify the summer constellations, find out
how they were defined and hear stories about the incredible
mythological figures for which they were named. Admission is
$4.25 for adults, $3.75 for seniors and children (ages three to
12). Showtimes are 1:30 p.m. seven days a week with an addi—
tional show at 7 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. For more infor—
mation, call (901) 320—6362.

The University of Memphis Art Museum, located at 142
Communication Fine Arts Building on the UofM campus, is pre—
senting the exhibit "Coming Home! Self—Taught Artists, the Bible
and the American South" now through Nov. 13. The museum
also is presenting "Jean Flint: The Stream" now through Sept. 3.
The museum is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. The event is free to the public. For more information,
call (901) 678—2224 or go online to www.amum.org.

On Thursday, July 15, from 6 to 8 p.m., at Cafe Francisco,
400 North Main, the Chickasaw group of the Sierra Club will hold
its "Third Thursday" gathering,. where Sierra Club members,
activists and friends can meet in a casual setting to talk about
issues and interests. For more information call Jill Johnston at
(901) 278—2713. On Wednesday, July 28, from 7 to 9 p.m., at the
Memphis/Shelby County Public Library, located at 3030 Poplar
Avenue, the Chickasaw group will present a discussion on urban
forestry. For more information, contact Teri Sullivan at (901) 320—
7191.

NASCAR: The IMAX Experience is playing now through
Sept. 6 at the Union Planters IMAX Theatre located in the
Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue. Narrated
by Kiefer Sutherland, the film puts audiences into the driver‘s
seat of thundering NASCAR racecars; behind the scenes at the
teams race shops; into the pits to witness the almost choreo—
graphed pit stops, and among the fans at the race tracks. Tickets
are $7.50 for adults; $7 for seniors and $6 for children. For
showtimes, call (901) 763—IMAX. For more information or reser—
vations, call (901) 320—6362.
MLGCJ continues protest
Grab your posters and rainbow umbrella and join with others
on the corner of Union and McLean each Saturday from noon to
2 p.m. to take a stand for GLBT equality. For more information,
contact Gary Wilkerson, president of the Memphis Lesbian and
Gay Coalition for Justice, at garydw@yahoo.com.

The Memphis Zoo now offers a view into its animal nursery.
Carol Plunk will be in town for a concert at One More, 2117
The exhibit, which is a renovated structure located in the chil—
Peabody Avenue, on Sunday, July 25, from 6 to 8 p.m. For more
dren‘s rides area of the zoo, was built to share the experience of information, go online to carolplunk.com.
hand raising animals in need of maternal care.
"On occasion, animal moms are unable to provide adequate
care for their young, and this building provides a home for these _
Comedian Vicki Shaw will be in concert at Stop 345, located
animals until they are ready to join their species‘ adult population," at 345 Madison at Danny Thomas, Wednesday, July 14, at 7
said Kristi Newland, curator of mammals for the Memphis Zoo.
p.m. Tickets are $10 in advance and are for sale at Inz & Outz,
Inday, a female orangutan born in January, and a black—foot— 553 South Cooper; The Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
ed penguin hatched in April, are the first residents of the nursery. Center (MGLCC), 892 South Cooper; Pavo Hair Salon, 557 Erin
The building features two separate exhibit areas. The front of Drive, and Dabbles Hair Salon, 19 North Cooper. Tickets are $15
the building houses older, more mobile infants. Younger, at the door. The proceeds of the show will benefit the Memphis
dependent animals are kept in the larger, rear area where Gay & Lesbian Community Center and the Bluff City Sports
zookeepers benefit from food preparation space, supply storage Association, the city‘s gay and lesbian softball league.
and a computer workstation. Both exhibit areas are seen from
the outside of the building behind large glass windows. The
exhibit is open everyday during regular zoo hours. There is no
additional charge to view the exhibit.
Improve your GLBT 1.Q.
Steve Katz sets benefit concert
Local pianist and Southwest Tennessee Community College
professor of music, Steve Katz, will give a piano recital at Amro
Auditorium, 2918 Poplar Avenue, on Sunday, July 18, at 2 p.m.
The $5 admission will go to the Steve Katz/Amro Music Piano
Scholarship, which offers college scholarships to promising local
musicians. An auction and refreshments also will be part of the
afternoon‘s activities.
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Due to the ongoing use of online profiles and .communica—
tions as evidence to discharge lesbian and gay service mem—
bers from the U.S. military under the "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" pol—
icy, PlanetOut Inc. and the Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network has joined efforts to help those individuals protect
their identities.
"Gay.com and PlanetOut.com provide lifelines to GLBT peo—
ple who want to connect with their friends, family and loved ones
in a safe and welcoming environment. For lesbians and gays in
the U.S. armed forces — who
serve courageously around
the world but are not
allowed under ‘Don‘t Ask,
Don‘t Tell‘ to be honest
about who they are — our
channels
communication
are even more vital," said
Jeff Titterton, senior vice
president, member sales
and marketing of PlanetOut
Inc. "With the lives and
careers of these. coura—
geous men and women at
stake, we are proud to pro—
vide these guidelines and
other resources for service
members that we hope will
allow them to communicate
through our websites with—
out putting themselves at
DON‘T ASK
risk for entrapment or
harassment."
"SLDN is proud to work with PlanetOut.com and Gay.com to
make service members aware of what they should know when
they log on," said Sharra E. Greer, Director of Law & Policy for
SLDN. "Many service personnel do not realize the risk they take
when using the Internet. These guidelines are an important tool
in helping service members protect their careers."
The joint effort has resulted in a variety of new content on
PlanetOut.com and Gay.com for lesbians and gays serving the
U.S. armed forces, including an anonymous "Open Forum" from
lesbian and gay service members presently serving in Iraq;
GLBT veteran stories; a photographic slideshow of former serv—
ice members and veterans, and submissions from
PlanetOut.com and Gay.com members about their thoughts on
the war in Iraq.
Greer offers the following guidelines for lesbian and gay mili—
tary personnel to use in an effort to protect their identities online.
ADVICE FOR GLBT MILITARY PERSONNEL
by Sharra Greer
&
Director of law and Policy
Servicemembers Legal Defense Network
Until we succeed in lifting the ban preventing gays, les—
bians and bisexuals from serving openly and honestly in the
military, military personnel on PlanetOut and other GLBT sites
should consider taking some commonsense precautions to
protect themselves.
Under "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t tell," stating that you are lesbian, gay
or bisexual to anyone, at any time, can lead to your discharge —
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including statements made in online ads, profiles and chat
rooms. The Servicemembers Legal Defense Network has seen
multiple cases of service members whose careers were threat—
ened or ended because of an online statement. The safest
course of action is not to state that you are lesbian, gay or bisex—
ual anywhere, including on the (Internet). If you choose to do so,
some basic guidelines can help you decrease your chances of
facing investigation and/or discharge:
DO use a pseudonym or screen name to avoid disclosing
your identity.
DO indicate your geo—
graphic location by the
name of your town or zip
code, not by the name of
your base.
DO use a personal e—mail
address to register and
receive mail; do not use a
military e—mail address.
DO access PlanetOut (or
other Internet. Chat site)
through a personal comput—
er, but not during duty hours.
DO erase your cookies
and history on any computer
other military personnel may
have access to.
DO
NOT
access
PlanetOut (or other Internet
Chat site) through a military
computer at any time.
DO NOT state that you
are lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender or that you are looking
for a relationship or sex with someone of the same gender.
DO NOT indicate your branch of the armed services in your
personal profile, screen name (example: SDnavyGuy78) in chat

mp

Gay.com, PlanetOut.com help GLBT military

imeem ues ——

3

rooms or other online forums.
DO NOT provide information or descriptions that may reveal —
your identity, including public photographs that display your face
or a unique tattoo.
DO NOT post a picture of yourselfin uniform, even if you do
not show your face.
DO NOT tell friends or colleaguesIn the military that you have
a profile on a website serving the GLBT community.
DO NOT submit your profile to be a "featured member."
Most service membérs who run into trouble with the
military because ofttheir sexual orientation are report—
ed to their commands by people they know. If you are
gay, lesbian or bisexual and have chosen to pursue a
career in the military under "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell," you
must be extremely careful about revealing your sexual |
orientation to anyone, regardless of whether that per—
is in the military or a friend from the civilian or
online world.
If you are investigated for alleged violations of "Don‘t
Ask; Don‘t Tell," remember your Article 31 rights to say noth—
ing, sign nothing and ask for legal assistance. If you have
questions about "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell," contact SLDN at
(202) 328—3244 or go online to www.sldn.org for free, contfi—
dential legal advice.

|
If you missed Die Mommie Die! last month on the Sundance
Channel, don‘t fret. Now it‘s available on DVD and trust me, if
you‘re a fan of campy, dark comedy you‘ll want to add this one
to your DVD collection.
Die Mommie Die!, the comedic revision of the ‘60s melodra—
ma starring theater veteran Charles Busch as Angela Arden,
hunky Jason Priestly ("Beverly Hills 90210") and too—cute
Natasha Lyonne (But I‘m A Cheerleader), is destined to become
a cult classic. Other stars include Frances Conroy ("Six Feet
Under"), Philip Baker Hall (Magnolia) and Stark Sands ("Six
Feet Under").
Written by Busch and directed by Mark Rucker, Die Mommie
Die! first premiered at the 2003 Sundance Film Festival and was
released as part of the 2004 Sundance Film Series.
In a performance that earned him the Special Jury Prize for
Acting at the 2003 Sundance Film Festival, Busch stars as fall—
en pop diva Angela Arden, a heroine in the grand tradition of
Hollywood‘s formidable females: tough yet tender, ruthless yet
seductive, extremely warped yet oddly sympathetic. Die
Mommie Die! wittily evokes classic Hollywood genres, notably
the "women‘s pictures" of the 1940s—1960s and the glossy sus—
pense melodramas of the 1960s.
It had us laughing all the way through. And, just because
Busch isn‘t playing a drag queen doesn‘t mean there‘s no boy—
on—boy action. In fact, one of the "boys" is Priestly, and that‘s
worth seeing. And can you say, "Camp?"
But perhaps one of its biggest attributes is that it passed our
"watch test." That‘s when the movie is over and we find we

haven‘t looked down at our watch not even
once. Nowadays, many a film fails this test.
Rated "R," Die Mommie Die! is available on DVD for $24.99
and for rental on VHS. For additional information, visit the
Sundance Channel‘s website at www.sundancechannel.com.

Charles Busch, top
center, as diva Angela
Arden.

As other denominations
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|
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Awards

Remembering

from page 14

from page 21

before the end of the term. Granny Mottsinger was called back
to fill in.
Then Miss Carlisle died. There did not seem to be any fam—
ily, for not even a cousin appeared at this time of crisis.
Reverend Tutwilder came again and offered a prayer, but Miss
Fleming declined.
"Going to have her cremated," Fern said.
"Never heard of anyone doing that," Pauline replied.
But arrangements for the cremation were made in the city,
and Miss Fleming came back with a large bronze urn full of
ashes. She also arranged for a dealer to come and buy the fur—
niture. When everything was gone, Miss Fleming put Bowser,
the bronze urn and the unfinished needlepoint rug in the little
red pickup and just drove out of town — "Going to California,"
she told people.
As far as anyone knew, Claudia Howard was the only one
who ever heard from Miss Fleming again. Claudia told her friend,
Patti Lou Corney, that she‘d gotten a note inviting her to San
Francisco for a visit when school was out. Claudia said she was
thinking of going.
"Such sweet girls," Fern said. "Like sisters."
"So devoted — wonder why they never married," Pauline said.

Playwright
from page 7
in 1949 North Carolina."
Born in Brooklyn, Redwood served in the Marines after leav—
ing the University of Kansas when he lost his football—basketball
scholarship due to an injury. After the Marines, Redwood got
involved with the Civil Rights Movement in the states, being
involved with history—making protests in both Birmingham and
Selma, Ala. Redwood returned to Fordham where he received a
bachelors degree in finance and followed that with master
degrees in religion and history from St. John and a Ph.D. in reli—
gion from Drew. After a stint in white—collar jobs, he got his ﬁrst

of the Broken Hearted? Harris spoke of belonging to two
communities, the African—American community and the gay
community.
"Having received this award, and four NAACP Image Awards,
I feel like both my communities claim me," Harris said in accept—
ing his award.
Stanford University professor Terry Castle received the
Editor‘s Choice award for her work, The Literature of
Lesbianism.
For more information, go online to www.lambdalit.org.
Editor‘s Note: Boy Meets Boy, by David Levithan, also has
been included in a recommended reading list by Tolerance.org,
a project of the Southern Poverty Law Center.

GLBT Vets
from page 16
Rogue. "Every page tells the story of a veteran who displayed
courage, but also immense dedication to their country while
serving in silence. Clearly, patriotism and loyalty know no bound—
aries of sexual orientation or gender identity. It is our honor to
stand side—by—side with such longtime notable organizations,
such as SLDN and HRC, united in our fight to end all discrimi—
nation of gays, lesbians, bisexual and transgendered individuals;
fighting for such things as the right to serve our country openly
and honestly as the proud patriots we are, or the right to marry
the person we love."
Documenting Courage: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Veterans Speak Out is available online at
www.hrc.org.

Tony Horne
from page 8

Horne: There will probably be some people who feel that
acting job in a TV commercial.
"I got into acting by way of film," Redwood said, "but | just love way. But, I would say to them that although that subject (oppres—
the stage, the immediacy of it. Walking out on stage is like jump— sion) may be the bigger story in a historical context, there‘s still
a family story that is left if all else is stripped away. That story .
ing out of an airplane — you can‘t go back."
Redwood‘s film credits include Boys and Girls (2000), Mr. alone is worth coming to see. The interesting thing is we never
Holland‘s Opus (1995) and Passion Fish (1992), among others. see the non—black or the non—Jewish characters on stage — the
TV credits include the TV miniseries "I‘ll Make Me a World white characters aren‘t there. What you will see, though, is a
(1999), "PBS Hollywood Presents: The Old Settler" (2001), and tightlyknit ‘family unit and their struggles with life, communica—
guest appearances on "Law and Order: Special Victims Unit" tion, etc. It‘s good drama. It‘s a good play worth seeing. The
(1999). Redwood acted on Broadway, including Guys and Dolls questions this play ask are universal: What are you willing to do
and The Piano Lesson; off—Broadway in One Flew Over the for love? Which secrets are worth keeping? These are issues
that resonate with everybody. We ALL have families.
Cuckoo‘s Nest, and in regional theaters.
In the end, Redwood, as the creator of this work and as "a —— _ Showtimes for No Niggers, No Jews, No Dogs are 8 p.m.
black man, remained firm in his choice of title, No Niggers, No Thursdays through Saturdays, and 2 p.m. Sundays. Tickets are
$22 for adults, $20 for seniors, $16 for students and military per—
Jews, No Dogs, as well as remaining true to himself.
"My personal writing philosophy is to write from a foundation sonnel, and $12 for children. The Pay—What—You—Can perform—
of love, about the triumph of the human spirit," Redwood wrote ance is set for Thursday, July 29, at 8 p.m. Each Sunday per—
in the Author‘s Notes. "Thus, for those who have a problem with formance (July 25, Aug. 1, 8 ,15 and 22) will include at Q&A
the title, for those who think the play is an angry play because of panel with the audience.
For more information or reservations, call (901) 726—4656.
the title, the audiences in Philadelphia have asserted that with
Family & Friends Magazine is a proud media sponsor of No
No Niggers, No Jews, No Dogs, | have been true to my philoso—
Niggers,
No Jews, No Dogs.
phy for writing. It‘s a play about love ... title notwithstanding."
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Over My Shoulder
from page 26
There are plenty of folks out there who know one of my
favorite sayings is, "Any press is good press," but I‘m beginning
to wonder.
%
Someone | was talking to the other day looked at me a bit
crazy when I said | was in serious need of "Toledo Time." What
is "Toledo Time?" Let me explain.
We all have, or should have, a place where we can go
when the stresses of the world begin to get to us. For some,
they return home to "Mom." For example, when you get phys—
ically ill, nothing makes you better faster than your mother‘s
TLC. Am I right?
Now imagine instead of being physically ill you‘re mentally or
spiritually ill (and here, spiritually doesn‘t necessarily mean reli—
gion), where do you go for that little shot of TLC?
There are as many answers to that question as there are rea—
sons to vote Bush out of the White House in November. My
answer is Toledo, Ohio.
Why Toledo? Because that‘s where my friend, Al, and his
family live. You see, I used to live in Toledo, back when I was in
the eighth and ninth grade, right in the middle of adolescence.
My family didn‘t understand me, heck, I didn‘t even
understand me, but Al did, or at least he did a good job of
faking it. I‘ve known him since I was 12 and he was 28.
During the past 28 years I‘ve strived to put our relationship
into words. My first screenplay was about it. Many of my
pieces of poetry and lyrics have been about it, but, alas, | still
can‘t explain it to a single soul.
All I know, and have ever known, is that when I‘m near him I
feel safe and secure (sounds really corny coming from a 40
year—old, huh?). My parents, and I‘m sure his wife, thought many
years ago that something naughty and illegal was going on
between us — NOT! It‘s love, no doubt about that, but not of the
physical kind (perhaps platonic?).
So, what is "Toledo Time?" It‘s when I return to Ohio, to a
place of my youth, to a man and his family (my extended fami—
ly). Maybe it‘s better explained this way: During the course of our
daily lives we all get kinda lost. We loose sight of our dreams
and who we are. When I go to Toledo, I become almost reborn.
I am reminded of who I started out to be once upon a time, and
can again see the me I need to become.

Dining Out
from page 50
The combination of eggplant with the mozzarella and pesto
make this pizza a magnificent choice.
Finally, Bluto‘s Revenge consists of spinach, Feta cheese,
Roma tomatoes, roasted garlic, mozzarella and pesto.
All of the pizzas were good with a generous amount of top—
pings. However, on this particular evening the crust of the pizza,
on all of our orders, was a bit under—cooked and too doughy.
That was the same problem with the breadsticks.
Aside from the crust issue, Laer recommends Pie in the Sky
to anyone seeking a great alternative to the many chain pizza
places around town.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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Agouron Pharmaceuticals, the makers of
Viracept, is committed to the discovery,
development, manufacturing and marketing
of innovative therapeutic products
engineered to inactivate proteins that play
key roles in cancer, AIDS
A

Pfizer

and other serious diseases.

Company

EVS

Memorialize someone on FFl‘s website
Friends For Life (FFL) now offers the public a free—of—charge
opportunity to remember those who have lost their battle with
HIV/AIDS. The Memphis and Mid—South HIV/AIDS resource
agency offers this opportunity on its award—winning website at
www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org.
Anyone with access to a computer can use the site and the
memorial page. You do not have to pay for the posting, nor are

HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION
Memphis & Shelby County Health Department
814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221
7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday to Friday
Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and up, without
parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 544—6808
Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood
1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday—Thursday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday
FREE OraSure testing for ages 13—24
Over age 24: $35 blood test — $40 OraSure
For more information, call (901) 544—6808

you obligated to make a donation to Friends For Life to post a
memorial. The memorials, for anyone who died from an AIDS—
related death, will remain on the website indefinitely.
To post a memorial, with or without a picture, follow these
directions:
1. Go online to www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org.
2. Click on "FFL‘s AIDS Memorial" in the center of the home—
page OR click on "AIDS Memorial" under "Programs" in the left—
hand menu on the homepage.
3. Here a person has two options: (a) to view the memorials
already posted and (b) to click "Create New Memorial," then fol—
low the instructions as provided.
Please note the following in placing a memorial:
1. If you wish to submit a photo to go with your memorial,
email the photo to: memorialffl@yahoo.com
2. While the site does ask for personal information about the
person placing the memorial, the information will NOT appear on
the site unless it is typed into the section "Memorial Statement."
The information will only be used by FFL staff if further questions
or information is needed for the memorial posting.
3. All memorial requests are subject to review by Friends For
Life and may require verification of the individual being memori—
alized‘s death and/or HIV—status prior to death.

Wellness Retreat planned
Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center
1384 Madison Avenue / 28 North Claybrook
Call Friends For Life for dates and times
FREE OraSure — appointments may be required
For more information, call (901) 272—0855
New Directions Inc.
4466 Elvis Presley, Suite #310
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday — Friday
Appointments Required
HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 346—5497
Agencies provide HIV counseling andtesting at various
health fairs and community events throughout the year.
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Friends For Life will hold its 3rd Annual Wellness
University/Positive Living Center Retreat on Friday and
Saturday, July 16 and 17, at the First Congregational Church
Retreat Center, located at 1000 South Cooper. ‘%
According to Anita Bradford, director of Friends For Life‘s
Wellness University, the annual retreat isn‘t just about HIV/AIDS.
"For a variety of reasons, there are some people who don‘t or
|~ can‘t come to regularly scheduled services," Bradford explained.
"Because of that, the annual retreat gives people a chance, once
a year, to get away from their daily lives, spend the night and get
much—néeded information for themselves.
"The retreat is a chance for people to come together and not
just focus on HIV, but on their whole mind, body and soul," she
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wp‘ ‘.
They might have
killed me or some—
thing. If they never
find out about me,
then | will be safe.
My mother says 1
am playing with a
loaded pistol. She
has been trying to
convince me that I
need to protect oth—
ers and myself. I
told her I would. 1
haven‘t yet.
1 went to that
clinic that the doc—
tors at the hospital
sent me to. |
walked in the door
and turned around
and walked right
out.. The waiting
roomwas full and I
thought Isaw a guy
I used to have sex.
with. | don‘t think
he saw me. I can‘t
take that risk. If 1
am not sick, then
there is no need for
me to go to this

clinic. In the
meantime,
|_ will just
take care of
myself and
make sure I
am careful.
So far (it
has worked.
Not thinking
about it has
helped me a
lot. If I put it out
of my mind then it won‘t exist. My mother,
on the other hand, can think of nothing but
HIV. She is on my case constantly, "Are
you taking your medications?" "Are you
getting proper rest?" "Are you eating
right?" I am sick of her asking me. | am
FINE!
1 remember what the doctor told me
and how they told me to check my body. I
have had a little cold for about a week
now and I have this discolored patch of
skin on my leg. I don‘t understand what it
is but it doesn‘t hurt or anything. My part—
ner had a place like this on his leg and it
spread all over his body. They called it KS
or something like that. Kaposi Sarcoma, I
think, is how they said it.It doesn‘t look
exactly like it did on him, so t am sure it is
not that. I will watch it and see if it
spreads. I am sure it won‘t.
I just need to keep doing what | am
doing and everything will be all right. If my
mother will stay off my back and let me
take care of myself, I can manage. I will
keep you updated on how good | am
doing. Until next time ...
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The
views expressed in this column are those
of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)

Friends For Life noted in national publication
Friends For Life (FFL) recently received national recognition
when a story on the HIV/AIDS service organization appeared in
the pages of The Nonprofit Quarterly.
Entitled "How Infrastructure Created Strength in One
Organization," the article served as a "case story" of the agency.
While the majority of the story was written by FFL Executive
Director Kim Moss, it was prefaced with an editor‘s note, which
in part reads, * ... Kim Moss has been the executive director of
the agency for three and one—half years. This is notable because
although FFL is 20 years old, it has had a different executive
director almost every three years ..."
In the article, Moss talks about the. biggest problems that
faced not only the agency when he took over, but also the clients
the agency serves, namely housing and poverty rate among
clients, respectively. He goes on to explain the journey he set out
upon to turn the agency around and into what it is today, suc—
cessful and financially stable.
"Friends For Life has had a rocky past as an organization,"
Moss wrote in the article. "When I was hired, the agency was
$600,000 in the red and going bankrupt.
" ... Unfortunately, the agency had made incredibly bad
financial decisions," Moss wrote. "The City of Memphis bailed
out the agency twice with grants of over $200,000, but the
agency continued to make bad decisions. We literally had to
come up with a six—month plan to submit to the United Way, the
City of Memphis and the different foundations in town that had
funded the agency. They met to decide our fate — to live or to
die. We live. ..."
Moss continued to write about some of the interventions that
were required to pull the agency out of the hole it had fallen into,
things like developing budgets (which weren‘t in place when he
took over), decreasing staff and payroll by about $150,000 and
rebuilding the agency‘s board of directors and its various
avenues of support.
"... At the time there was not even a budget. I started imme—

diately with developing budgets and I made huge staff cuts and
decreased the payroll by about $150,000, in the first couple of
months. I basically let everybody go that was not paid for by a
grant ...," Moss wrote.
*... When the Program for Nonprofit Excellence (PNE) began
a little over a year ago, | jumped at the opportunity to partici—
pate," Moss continued. "With its help, the board of directors was
able to be a much more effective arm of our agency. ..."
In closing, Moss wrote about the Friends For Life of today.
*... The people in the agency, the management team and the
board are becoming comfortable making decisions. We are now
debt free. We‘ve won two major awards from organizations that
supply volunteers to us. We‘ve become a United Way Partner
agency — only four groups were selected out of 120 locally. We
had an 18,000—square foot building donated to us to move our
services into and consolidate these services: We are in the mid—
dle of a $1.3 million capital campaign. We are meeting the com—
munity‘s needs now. We are viewed as leaders because we act
like leaders. And we live on."
Also included in the four—page layout of the article is a story
about The Grant Center and the role it plays in Memphis‘s non—
profit agencies.
To read the entire, two—article layout, visit Friends For Life‘s
website at www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org. Click on the "Latest
News" option in the left—hand column. Scroll down the page and
click on "Read About us in The Nonprofit Quarterly."
Friends for Life Corporation is the largest HIV/AIDS service
organization in the Mid—South. A registered, non—profit organiza—
tion, Friends For Life‘s mission is to help people affected by
HIV/AIDS live well. For— more information on Friends For Life,
including free HIV testing and volunteer opportunities, call the
main office at (901) 272—0855 or visit its award—winning website
at www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org.

Wellness
from page 56
continued. "It really rejuvenates the whole body. And, it‘s not just
for people who are HIV/AIDS—positive, but for their friends, fam—
ily and caregivers who are 18 years old and older, too."
The retreat will get underway at 3 p.m. Friday, July 16, and
last until 6 p.m. Saturday, July 17. Admission and transportation
to the event are both free.
Headlining the main workshop on Saturday will be out—of—
town guest speaker Michelle Lopez, coordinator for the Access
to Healthcare Program at the New York Community Healthcare
Network. Lopez is a same—gender—loving, African—American
woman living with HIV. Her workshop is scheduled from 2 to 4
p.m., July 17.
Other activities planned for the retreat include, a Trance
Danee, which, according to Bradford, is an African ritual used for
meditation or "a dance with a purpose;" African drumming, led by
John Sullivan; alternative therapies; massage therapy; work—
shops; martial arts; food, and lots of fun.

Although not required, pre—registration is recommended. To
fegister for the retreat, as well as schedule transportation, call
Paul Burch at (901) 726—6022 or Bradford at (901) 726—0680.
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CORE GROUP
THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE PROJECT, CONSISTING
oF 8— 10 MEMBERS. EACH MEMBER EARNS $25 PER
MEETING. THE MEETINGS ARE 2 To 3 Hours.
MEMBERS PARTICIPATE IN PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTING ACTIVITIESFOR THE PROJECT ...

aes

The Exodus empowerment project is a
program that invites African—American
Males ages 13—24 to come socialize and
discuss openly about issues and concerns
2

Here at the Drop—In—Center there are
opportunities to be involved in activities
to reach out to and help our community.
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June

18 — July 25

(901) 726—4656
Sponsored by Lulu Grille, Sandy Goldstein,
Mike & Sharon Goldstein, Jeff & Bunny
Goldstein, Karen & Jody Franklin, Suanne Hirschman,
PLAYHOUSE
51 South Cooper
www.playhouseonthesquare.org

and Bob & Donna Goodman
Media Sponsored by Family and Friends Magazine
Season Media Sponsored by DAT Digital, Jabberblabber
Magazine, JEFFDty, Time Warner Cable
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ALLUSIONS
32904 N. THOMAS,. MEMPHIS, TN — 901.357.8383 » 1—86050—370—258B3
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by Dwayne Jenkins
Founder and Executive Director
Brothers United of Tennessee
Since it is an election year, and lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgendered (LGBT) people are
a hot topic, it is very important that we, as

The National Black Justice Coalition (NBJC)
has fired back at homophobic black ministers.
"Bishop Paul Morton Sr. (pastor of Greater
St. Stephens Ministries in New Orleans, La.)
and other ministers of black churches should
take a hard look at their church from the pulpit
to the congregation and remember that the
majority of black gays and lesbians attend
black churches and not ‘homosexual‘ church—
es," said NBJC member Jasmyne Cannick.
"When tithes are given in church, heterosexu—
ality is not a prerequisite. The churches accept
everyone‘s tithes. Furthermore, one‘s sexual
orientation does not supersede their race and
culture. I am a black lesbian. I was raised in an
African—American household. | don‘t eat gay
food, I eat soul food; | don‘t attend a gay
church, I attend a black church."
"It is important to note that all of the black
ministers participating in anti—gay marriage ini—
tiatives have joined coalition with conservative
right—wing groups that supported segregation
40 years ago," commented NBJC member
Donna Payne. "The co—sponsors of the Federal
Marriage Amendment have a dismal civil rights
record. One would have to ask why are our
black ministers working with them?"
"The sponsors of the Federal Marriage
Amendment have a long history of opposition
to protecting the rights of minorities," said H.
Alexander Robinson, a prominent congression—
al lobbyist and leader of NBCJ‘s marriage
equality campaign. "I urge all African—
Americans of faith to look closely at the long
term agenda of those who would write discrim—
ination into our constitution."
NBJC is an ad hoc coalition of black lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgendered leaders who
have come together to fight against discrimina—
tion. The goal of the organization in 2004, is to
build black support for marriage equality and to
educate the community on the dangers of the
proposal to amend the U.S. Constitution to dis—
criminate against gays and lesbians.
For more information, go online to www.nbj—
coalition.org.
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members of the
same—gender—loving
(SGL) community,
make sure we are
registered to vote.
As with every elec—
tion year, Brothers
United is offering all
volunteers
and
event participants
the opportunity to fill
out or update their
1}
voter
registration
Dwayne Jenkins
cards.
As | get older, I have to admit that I now echo
my elders and agree that voting is a very impor—
tant process in our lives. Regardless of what we
hear and read that discourages you from trust—
ing the system, it is your duty! Too many of our
people sacrificed blood, sweat and tears to give
us this right. Yeah, I can‘t believe I| said it either,
but now I "get it."
While I‘m on the topic of politics (or at least
headed in that direction), I‘ll also touch on gay
marriages. Though most see it as a white gay
thang, the actual bottom line is all about the
color green, which refers to money! Don‘t get it
twisted or be disillusioned, the tax breaks and
other rights afforded to married persons is
something that the LGBT (community) should
fight over. It may not be at the top of everyone‘s
agenda at the same time, but it is something that
those of us in relationships would love to have
the choice and benefit from if we wanted to.
Unfortunately, any kind of coverage regard—
ing this and other SGL people in the media
comes . from a Caucasian perspective.
Regardless of who is around when the cameras
are rolling, African Americans and other SGL
people of color have long—term relationships
too, damnit! Whatever you believe, just know
that this and other related topics will shape how
we live our lives as human beings in this coun—
try. We are all part of this process, and we
should make mental notes of how our local leg—
islators and other government officials react or
vote when all is said and done.
Reprinted with permission from The Source
2004, the: official newsletter of Brothers United
Nashville & affiliate chapters. For more informa—
tion, email brosunited@aol.com or go online to
www.brothersunited.com.
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views
expressed in this column are those of the writer
and are not necessarily those of Family &
Friends Magazine or its staff.)
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I, level ofwershrp Pastor:
Gales recognizes the
importance of relationship
and worship towards God.
He recognizes that many
have been denied the
privilege of coming to a traditional place of worship
simply because of their lifestyle choices and
preferences. A native of Memphis, Pastor Gales
accepted his call into ministry at age nine.
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July 1—4;: Windy City Black Pride (Chicago, III.)
Iflennoy@aol.com, www.windycitypride.org
Aug. 6—8: Jacksonville Black Pride
(904) 858—3767, jaxbp@aol.com,
www.jaxxblkpride.com
Aug. 13—15;: St. Louis Black Gay Pride
(314) 645—6451, ext. 211, agalloway@stlefa.org,
www.stlouisblackpride.org
Sept. 1—6: Atlanta Black Gay Pride
(404) 872—6410, info@intheatl.com,
www.intheatl.com
Oct. 8—10: Mississippi Black Pride
(601) 942—6817, mrobinson@murc.org
Oct. 29—Nov. 1: Nashville Black Pride
(800) 845—4266, ext. 269, brosunited@aol.com,
www.brothersunited.com
Nov. 26—28: New Orleans People of Color Pride
(504) 254—9222 or (504) 253—3213,
sharonhoward@girlgotskills.com

Autoerotic

Po
_ Monsanto YMCA — 5555 Page Av
— 6:00 pm until 10:00 pm — $5 Cove

1624Delmar Ave, 63103
Red Party—— All night $7 Cover
sUNDAY, AVGUST 15, 2004
Cool Jazz Brunch
Southern Belle Restaurant —— 33 North Sarah, 63110
11:00 am until 2:00pm —— $10 Cover

T—Shirts e Matted Prints ® Post Cards
don straun
f
P.O. Box 75019
Mew Orieans, LA 70175
(504) 895—1759

Festival In The
Steinberg Skating Rink
Beach Party

Park

Visit Us At www.stlouisblackpride.org
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D.C. Pride gave us another flavor this year
223)
starting with the host hotel (Wyndham City
Center) The souvenir booklet was a true keepsake and the all—
day workshops were informative, as always. Our nation‘s capitol
pride celebration was blessed to have a film festival this year,
which showed Punks, The Ski Trip, Noah‘s Arc, The Closet and,
my personal first—love, Kevin‘s Room I and II. I must give it up to
the poetry slam that took place on that Saturday afternoon. The
chil—ren packed it OUT!
The Sunday Convention Center Expo is always just what we
all need in terms of upliftment where one can communicate with
all the same—gender—loving celebrity community/village under
one roof. We even had the opportunity to meet and see Kelly
Price and Frenchie Davis of "American Idol" at the expo, as well.
Now all of this for only $10. I tell you, I was blessed.
Presiding President of the International Federation of Black
Prides Earle D. Fowlkes Jr. conducted his meeting of all the
prides of color that were in attendance and gave us his expec—
tations of each city this year. It‘s an honor to work with Earle and
his cabinet, national and regional, as we as a nation work to bet—
ter the village worldwide. I must give kudos to D.C.‘s board of
directors and volunteer committee for a job well done this year,
as always.
Now for Memphis Black Pride 2004. Terry! Buckner, "My
Butch," and his staff/pride committee outdid themselves this year
with everything starting that Thursday night at Club Allusions
Entertainment Complex. Each night was packed with eager
patrons to see the show, as well as the people. I know we had at
least 5,000 people or more to enter the state of Tennessee, the
city of Memphis, for this year‘s pride celebration. The "Afternoon
in White" sponsored by Club Allusions, Friends For Life, Family &
Friends Magazine, Brothers United of Tennessee and Ken
Billups, made an impact on those who attended. Individuals were
able to meet famous SGL celebrities from all over this country.
Each celebrity artist was very humble and signed and took pic—
tures with anyone who wanted to meet them.
My first lady church hat goes off to New Direction‘s Exodus
Program, Friends For Life‘s "The Haven" volunteers, Nashville
Pride Committee, Mississippi Pride Committee, all the J—setters
that performed all weekend long, and the celebrity showcase.

business persons in our midst all weekend. I was taught that
OPPORTUNITY knocks only once for some of us, and when that
chance comes baby, you need to answer and pursue that planted
seed. We, as gay people, miss our blessing sometimes because
of dysfunctional relationships, jealous friends, lack of support from
families (gay or straight), fear of success or low self esteem on our
own part. Nobody ever made it in life without stepping out on their
faith. Case in point: one of my chil—ren was offered a job by one of
our celebrity guests during pride weekend. A group of us went to
Nashville June 26 to hear J.L. King speak at another function and
that same group was offered a trip to come visit him at his home.
Now that‘s HOT! Catch it!
A professor of mine once told me small—minded people talk
about people, average—minded people talk about social events,
but big—minded people talk about ideas and goals. What mind set
are you, reader? Have you tried to build up anything or anybody?
Or are you the person that, no matter what anybody tries to do,
you have something negative to say about it. Think aboutit.
Congratulations goes out to Mr. and Ms. Gay Pride 2004, all
those who made Memphis Black Pride a success this year and
also to Terry! for the opening of the new club, Metro, in Jackson,
Miss. Also check out my friend‘s new website at www.cafe—
press.com/vegapress.
My next travel date is to Jacksonville (Florida) Pride and St.
Louis Pride. Will I see you there? Surprise me.
And, as always, happy pride chil—ren, happy pride.

Check out the
WEDNESDAY NIGHT GATHERINGS
at The Haven
28 N. Claybrook, second floor

Now if an individual did not take a picture with individuals like
Oozee, Champagne, Greg McNeal, R. Bryant Smith, Sanford E.
Gaylord and the great J.L. King, then it was nobody‘s fault but
their own. No one can say Memphis has not had its share of
(
entertainment for the same—gender—loving village as compared
to the other big cities.
Greg McNeal is composing a video about J—setting and if you
are interested in obtaining a copy of it, call (213) 381—2665. Let
me also send a SHOUT OUT to Bonton for his performance at
J.L. King‘s event. I saw video coverage of the pool party and I
must say it seemed like it was off the hook.
The ranch is always a treat for out—of—towners and locals. All
the J—setters were good and the St. Jon family really represented.
It did my heart good to hear people say how friendly everyone was
the entire weekend and how they look forward to next year.
Now, let me put on my "Big Momma" role for just a minute. This
piece is for the dreamer and goal—seekers in the village. In looking
back at our very own pride celebration | must say there were
MANY opportunities given to the individuals in attendance. There
were future writers, models, actors, dancers, photographers and

Call (901) 274—0163

Creating a village/
haven for & about us!
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Arca GLBT Resource Guipe

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Memphis, Tennessee
ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the
Northgate Shopping Center (in the back),
(901) ~357—8383. Open at 9 p.m.
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court
Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8
p.m.—6 a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
www.backstreetmemphis.com
CROSSROADS & CROSSROADS 2,
1278 Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook,
(901) 276—1882, Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A
Week
J—WAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901)
725—1909, Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days
A Week
THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue,
(901) 278—4313, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon. Fri./3
p.m.—3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison
Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week
MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison
Avenue, (901) 278—9839, 7 p.m.—3 a.m.
Wed., Fri. & Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,
(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a
week
ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—
MORE
(6673),
11
a.m.—3
a.m.
Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.
PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road,
(901) 320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?
THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar
Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Chattanooga, Tennessee
MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—
3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
© IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—
8210, 5 p.m. to 3 a.m., 7 days a week,
www.mirage—complex.com,
Email:
mirage_complex@hotmail.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Jackson, Tennessee
THE OTHER SIDE, 3883 Highway 45
North, (901) 668—3749, 5 p.m.—midnight
Sun.—Thurs., 5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3
a.m. Sat.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
lackson, Mississippi
CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite
Street, (601) 353—0059
JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive,

(601) 982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. &
Sat., website: www.jacksonbars.com
JACK‘S CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka
JC‘S), 425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362
3108, 5 p.m.—? 7 Days A Week, website:
www.jacksonbars.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Meridian, Mississippi
QC DISCO, 125 Russel Drive, (601) 484—
4111, 8 p.m.—2 a.m. Thur.—Sat., 6 p.m.—?
Sun., email: QCDisco@aol.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Tupelo, Mississippi
RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—
9500, 8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat.,
email: rumors@futuresouth.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Hot Springs, Arkansas
OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue,
Hot Springs, Ark. (501) 624—6868,. Mon,—
Fri., 7 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Little Rock, Arkansas
BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021
Jessie
Road,
(501)
662—2744,
Fri.—Mon. 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501)
664—4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., web—
site: Latenightdisco.com
SOCIAL
Memphis, Tennessee
2xLAMBDA, a social and volunteer pro—
gram open to both men and women, ages
20 to 29, (901) 223—3331
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI
OMEGA SORORITY INC., is a social serv—
ice organization for feminine lesbian, bisexu—
al and heterosexual women of all races,
(901) 281—0830, email: betaepsilonchap—
ter@yahoo.com,
website:
www.betaphiomega.net
B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis
Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian
Association), a social, political and edu—
ational organization meets the first and
third Mondays of each month, e—mail:
BGALA@cc.Memphis.edu,
www.peo—
ple.memphis.edu/~bgala
COTTON PICKIN‘ SQUARES MEM—
PHIS,
(901)
272—2116,
Meets
Thursday nights at 7:30 p.m. at Holy
Trinity Community Church, 515 South
Highland Street, Square dancing
social group

JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social
group welcoming single or partnered les—
bians ages 18+. Some gatherings are
designed specifically for members and
their children, (901) 268—1903, email:
justforusmemphis@yahoo.com
LIFE IN THE MEDIAN, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center, is open to men and women in
their late 20s and beyond. (901) 857 8523
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY),
P.O. Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124,
(901) 335—6249, Peer support group for
13— to 21—year olds dealing with gay, les—
bian,
bisexual
&
gender issues,
www.gaymemphis.com/magy
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNI—
TY CENTER, 892 South Cooper
Memphis, 38104, (901) 278—4297, town—
hall meetings every other month; Thurs—
Fri, 6 to 10 p.m.; Sat and Sun, 2 to 10
p.m. and Mon, 6 to 10 p.m.
MID—SOUTH PRIDE, 111 S. Highland,
Suite 261, Memphis, TN 38111, (901)
328—6349,
send
an
email
to:
info@MidSouthPride.org,
website:
www.MidSouthPride.org. GLBT Pride
events for Memphis and the Mid—
South.
MIRROR IMAGE, PO. Box 11052,
Memphis, TN 38111—0052, A support group
for trans individuals meets the 3rd Saturday
of every month at 7 p.m., For more infor—
mation and locations of meetings, write or
email at memphisgroup@usa.com
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a
social and service organization, women
only, P.O. Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—
1483, email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com,
website: www.geocities.com/aphrodite—
mem
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social
organization of men and women who sup—
port and promote local Memphis area
charitable programs, P.O. Box 820901,
Memphis, TN 38182—0901, www.krewe—
ofhathor.com
P.F.L.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends
of Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136,
Support meetings for parents, family and
friends of gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered
persons,
email:
amdrake@mem.po.com
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901)
357—1921, Club nights and meetings
vary; contact for info — men and women
welcome, www.tnleathertribe.org, email:
info@tnleathertribe.org
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RAINBOW BiREe'ﬂlBY AREA GLBT Resource GuipE (CONTINUED) DeltaDyke@aol.com,
home — Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson,
TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082,
town.aol.com/deltadyke/myhome— MS 39284, (601) 371—3019, direct
Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132,
page/gaypride.html
HIV/AIDS services.
Levi—leather club meets the 3rd Saturday
of every month at The Pumping Station,
SPIRITUAL
wWHOLENESS
1382 Poplar Aveune, at 10 p.m. « MEN
Memphis,
Tennessee
Memphis, Tennessee
ONLY, Email: info@tsarus.org, website:
FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901) INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second
www.tsarus.org
272—0855, Dinner is served the 1st and Street, Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525 6602,
MEMPHIS BLACK SGL ALLIANCE, 28
North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104,
3rd Monday of every month at St. John‘s People of all faiths and ideologies are wel—
(901)274—0163, Cultural, educational,
United Methodist Church, Bellevue @ come, Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month
Peabody, beginning at 6 p.m.
community awareness organization.
at 6:30 p.m. at Calvary Episcopal Church.
MGLCC BOOK CLUB, a program of the
MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PAR— Dinner at 7 p.m., www.geocities.com/integri—
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
ENTHOOD, 1407 Union Avenue ty_memphis/main.html
Extended, 3rd Floor (901) 725—1717, LAMBDA CIRCLE, (901) 278—6786,
Center, 892 South Cooper, meets the
HIV & STD testing, gynecological preven— Open to all GLBT persons of faith to
third Thursday of each month at 7 p.m.
tive care
email:bmoody@mem.net
join in an affirming time of prayer,
MEMPHIS
HIV
FAMILY
CARE
NET—
Bible study and discussion., Meets
SOCIAL
WORK,
880
Madison
Avenue,
Memphis,
the 2nd Tuesday of every month from
Knoxville, Tennessee
TN, (901) 545—8265, Free comprehen— G60 to 8:30 p.m.. at First
LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and
sive, supportive services and voc/rehab Congregational Church, 1000 S.
services to the HIV—positive
educational organization for GLBT, question—
Cooper Street.
ing and straight students at The University of
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,
SPIRITUAL
Tennessee—Knoxville, 315 University Center,
Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United
Other
Locales
Methodist
Church,
4488
Poplar
Avenue.
Box 315, 1502 West Cumberland Ave.,
CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12,
(901) 278—6234
Knoxville, TN 37996—4800, lambda@utk.edu,
THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000 Oveft, MS 39464, Feminist education/cul—
website: web.utk.edu/~lambda/
South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN, (901) tural/retreat center, www.campsisterspir—
SOCIAL
726—6022 «+ Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8 it.com, email: sisterspir@aol.com
Mississippi
p.m. Provides opportunities for persons MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565
OLE MISS GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,
affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the dis— Robinson Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS
ease in a holistic manner, free of charge. 39204, (601) 372—6644, Sunday Service
P.O. Box 3541, University, MS 38677,
«
YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison at 11:30 a.m.
(662) 915—7049, email: gayolemiss@hot—
mail.com
Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support group
POLITICAL
GLBF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS
for lesbians with breast cancer meets
IFoggseiss
39762, (662) 325—8241, email:
every Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon
glbf@org.msstate.edu,www.msstate.edu/
SERIOUSLY SOBER OPEN AA MEET— MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an
ING, (an open men & women‘s Alcoholics association of atheists, agnostics and secular
org/glbf
PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive,
Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday humanists, meets the third Sunday at the
Tupelo, MS 38801, (662) 566—2282, email:
at 8 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave., —
Alliance 22 Bo0oi@ aol.com,
Church, 515 South Highland Street, Room C, call Jim Maynard at (901) 327—2677, _
email: memphisfreethought@yahoo.com, —
groups.yahoo.com/group/PFLAGTupelo.
(901) 324—9200
www.geocities.com/memphisfreethought.
\
USM
GAY/STRAIGHT
ALLIANCE,
WHOLENESS
MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION
email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespyms
Puterisl
FOR JUSTICE, P.O. Box 241363,
@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa
BUILDING
BRIDGES
INC.,
2147
Henry
Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 327—2677.
SOCIAL
Email:* migci@yahoo.com, website:
Hill
Drive,
Suite
206,
Jackson,
MS
39204,
Arkansas
(601) 922—0100. Education, prevention, www.geocities.com/migej.
MEMPHIS LOG CABINREPUBLICANS,
SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential sup—
support group.
COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD OF MS P.O. Box 770505, Memphis, TN 38177,
port and social group for GLBT persons,
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, (601) 346— meets the third Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
ages 25 and under, in northeast
Arkansas, (870) 932—6545, P.O. Box 226,
4379, operated seven days a week, 24 MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper and meets the first
hours a day. ”Information and referral on Wednesday at 7 p.m. at area restaurants,
Jonesboro, AR 72403, www.safeharbor—
nea.com
SOCIAL
FalePg
VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNI—
TY CENTER, 30 North Pacific,
Cape
Girardeau,
MO
63701,
(573)
651—6220,
email:
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GLBT issues and HIV/AIDS.
MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE,5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson,
MS 39284, (601) 371—3019.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O.
Box 293, Greenville, MS 38702, (662)
334—3349, education and prevention.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565

groups.yahoo.com/group/MemphisLCR.
MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS,
meets the fourth Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper, www.geoci—
ties.com/mphsstonewallem, (901) 327—
2677,
email:
mphsstonewalldem
@yahoo.com

Itmnnnw ettrrr,
twice aweek, Info@FrontrunnersMemphis.org,
POLITICAL
www.FrontrunnersMemphis.org.
Mississippi
PINK PISTOLS MEMPHIS, GLBT and gay—
friendly men and women who are dedicated to
EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021,
the legal, safe and responsible use of firearms
Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936
for self—defense of the sexual—minority commu—
7673, you can send an email to:
nity. Meets the fourth Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m.
EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org, website:
at Range USA, 2770 (old) Whitten Road,
www.
.org
Memphis, TN. (901) 383—9110, email: mem—
SPORTS
p his @ pink pis tols.o rg .
Memphis, Tennessee
www.pinkpistols.org/local/memphis.
OUT SPOKIN‘, a group to support bicy—
BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION,
cling in the Memphis GLBT community,
P.O. Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174
email: marty@outspokin—mem.org, web—
1803, (901) 461—0891, email: memphis—
site: www.outspokin—mem.org
gaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball league
open to GLBT individuals, www.bluffci—
WELLNESS
tysports.net
Memphis,
Tennessee
BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING
DOCTORS
LEAGUE, Winchester Bowl, 3703 S.
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., gener—
Mendenhall @ Winchester, (901) 722—
al practioner, 515 North Highland, (901)
5236 or (901) 465—4371. Email: memphis—
323—1200
gaybowlin@aol.com. This co—ed bowling
league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m.
OPTOMETRISTS
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘s
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG &
first gay and lesbian running club, meets
FANTASY
WAREHOUSE"

JASON DUNCAN at THE ECLECTIC
EYE, 242 South Cooper Street, (901) 276—
EYES (3937)
DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general den—
tistry, 79 North Cooper Street, Memphis,
TN 38104. Call (901) 685—5008 for an
appointment.
If Your
Organization
Isn‘t Listed
Here, Give Us
a Call at
(901) 682—2669

FAN TAS Y
WAREHOUSE"

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
Wh, Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North) Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Road
2532 N. Watkins
C a.
=
(901) 358—8642
(901) 345—0825
S xs
&
NOW RENTING DVDs
Employment Opportunities
Available
so & checks
Tigdler
accepted
The
VISA NLY
at #1 and #4 __ Original Vibrating Barbell

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Road
(901) 683—9649
Fantasy Warehouse #1
Now Features Body Jewelry
By Silver Moon Concepts

OPEN Monday — Saturdays, 8 a.m. to Mid night « CLOSED Sundays & Holidays
Jury 2004 FAMILY &friends 77

13'\LA<:E.
629 MONROE AVE.
E DANCES
NNJ BUSINESS
MUSIC SHOWCASES
LUNCHEONS
E WEDDING RECEPTIONS
E PRIVATE PARTIES OF ALL
KINDS ARE WELCOME!

E GROUPS FROM 30 To 300.
W REASONABLE RATES.
NJ SPECIAL CATERER RATES.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: CLICK ON
PREMIEREPALACE.COM OR CALL
MIKE TODD AT (901) 725—5625.

f NEEDSOMETHING

WEHAVEAFULLYFURNISHED EVENT—ROOMWITH:
AREA
BACKSTAGE DRESSING
E STAGEWITH
EJ PRO. SOUND/LIGHTING/AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEM
ULL SERVICE EVENT BAR
E TABLES & CHAIRS (TO SEAT MORE THAN 300 PEOPLE)
E AccoMMODATES GROUPS OF UP To 700! _
BAR SIDE OPEN TUES THRU SAT 4PM TO 3AM
JULY SPECIALS
j
© $2 DomEstic LonG NEcKks * $1 Drarts
* FREE POOL WITH PURCHASE ®
* UNESCORTED LADIESGET 1/2 PRICE AT THE BAR ®
MORE THAN 100 FREE PARKING SPACES!
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We Know

What Drives
You To LEWIS FORD!@l

Meet

The

|

BEAST!
TOUGHER THAN FEVER.

BIGGER. BOLDER.
Coming Fall 2004

2005 F—350 SuperCab

Dual Rear Wheel

Interior in tan
i

Coupon Good For FREE

1

l
LIFETIME OIL & FILTER
=
I1 CHANGES with the purchase ;
1 of any new or used vehicle 1
rom LEWIS FORD
l

Bring in this adfor
I
additional savings
I
I *Restrictions apply. See dealerfor details I
901—762—6500 + 1—800—967—2525

5299 Summer Avenue
(across from Garden Ridge)

}
*s ., * f
A name you know, people you trust, for more than 70 years!

At LEWIS FORD,
* Lewis Ford employees and AX&Z plan employees are ineligible
80 FAMILY & friends Jury 2004

we‘re

all

FAMILY!

<

